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Program
awaits
approval

Shimmering timber

By Rosa Tong
Daily staff writer
A proposed concern’ at hill 111 the Department of Organiration and Management of the School of Business will offer
new opportunities for students interested
in a career in the manufacturing industry.
SJSU will be the nation’s first university offering an undergraduate program in manufacturing management. if
the concentration is approved. said Ramiro Villeda, assistant professor of manufacturing management.

ard Ledesma Daily staff photographer
Salatair, left, and Chris Josen view a Tree in
Spring" art project through colored strips of cellophane.

Students Jeff

Currently, graduate programs in
manufacturing management are ink offered at Harvard t Iniversity and the Massachusetts Institute of -technology, Villeda said.

Art 14 students
dress up campus
with bold colors
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
Color was seen in a whole new
light on campus Tuesda% thanks to students in an SJSU art class
Students in the three sections of art
Professor Tony May’s beginning color
class decorated trees, benches, rocks
and other campus objects sc ith shades
of hriltiaiil red, yelloa.. blue and pastel
pink.
"It’s called color installation."
student Mike Schoening said. "You
lust find a place that needs to be
spruced up and put sons: color in it
Schooling. a freshman advertising
major, was decorating a knotty tree between the Music Building and Seventh
Street w ith bright cardboard cutouts
wrapped around the tree under clear
plastic.
"It’s list kind of the ugliest tree
on campus." he said. "We figured it
needed help...
Art freshman Heidi Donal decorated another tree with red and yellow
fabric.
"We’re trying to make it very dynamic because of the contrast with the
green.’ ’ Donat said.
The class. Art 14 is one id the in-

troductory s ’is. courses in the depai
ment and the students first experien,
working in color. May said
The class is taught with gradmil
assistants Consuelo Underwood, M.0
los: Larson and Deborah Kennedy,
master of fine arts students.
"For the last project we just d.
Oiled to loosen up the reigns a Inn,
bit." he said. "It was done to enban
the campus and lend a certain end-olyear festive touch.’’
The 75 students enrolled in the
class, worked in teams of two or three
on the projects. May said.
A fac mite seemed to be a tree, located between the Music Building and
the Old Cafeteria, that was wrapped in
pink and yellow fabric Small pink
cones encircled with yellow coils were
scattered about the ground.
so imagina"I think it’s great
tive," said l’am Schubert. a freshman
art major also in the class.
Administration of justice sophomore Daniel Ichige agreed, saying trees
can often use some decoration.
hey get kind of stale." Ichige
said. "A tree’s a tree. Seeing them in
their natural state every day can get
boring "

"We believe that ithe Department
of Organiration and Management) is
going to have a quality program." Vmlleda said. "We expect a lot of students
coming from other states and countries."
The program will combine technology and management. providing students
with technical and administrative skills.
V illeda said.
"This concentration is not focused
on the actual student in business." VilIc’da said. "Probably about five percent
of business students will mann in this
concentration "
"We expect to attract students in
engineering, math, and physic’s." he’
said.
But the department is still waiting
tor approval ot the new concentration.
illeda said
The proposal will be resit:wed by
the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee and Icon Donis,. associate academic
vice president for undergraduate studies.
The recommendation will then be sent to
the California State Unisersity C’hancelItir’s Oftise for final approval

Edward Leciesma
Jennifer Kessler, a junior art major, adjusts the
"I think it’s interesting." said his
friend Jody Tsujimoto. a freshman Min
hasn’t yet declared a major. "I kind of
like the colors It’s just different."
Students could view the tree by
sitting on a chair set nearby and looking
through a three panels of blue, red and

10 begin dic reds’s elopment it the
school as the premier school of education
in the state was his third goal. This included starting strong experimental programs in teacher education and new administrative programs. Nelson said.
"We just started a new bilingual
counseling program and had a noss baccalaureate degree program in child development appnived. the first in the state
of that type.
See DEAN. page 10

.

Jack Nelson
Sehooi of Education dean

Nelson voices concern
about education issues
By E.C. Walters
Daily staff writer
School of Education Dean Jack
I.. Nelson was appointed last year
after a nationwide three-year search.
He has taught at State University
of New York, Buffalo. Rutgers and
Stanford Universities, and as a visiting professor at Cambridge University.
He has written extensively on
civil rights, the global economy, social studies curricula. teaching methods and the role of education in the
development of world peace.
Here are excerpts from several
interviews with Nelson on current educational issues:
California’s commitment to
education:
"This year’s budget represents a
decrease in real dollars over last
year’s. Thirty year. ago. California

Daily stall photographer

cones and springs around her group’s project.

green film.
his one kind of appeals to inc."
said passer-by Anna Gardner. a junior
child development major
But Gardner. who said she just
finished a humanities course which incontemporary art.
cluded discussion

didn’t has c kind W1wil, for some of the
other protects
"Modern art has become a little
too elite." she said "It only appeals to
the artist and doesn’t appeal to the pub:111),1111Ire...

lhe program might he approved by
spring of I 9)(8. said Burton Dean, chairman of the Organiration and Alanagemem Department.
Ifie primary reason (tor manutacturing management) is that industry demands graduates for this background and
is offering positions with higher salaries."’ I kan said.
Several companies in the Santa
Clara Valley have shown interest in the
program. Villeda said Among these are
DIIRSE. page 10

Five bowlers roll their
way to national honors

Dean’s ideas refine
School of Education
By E.C. Waller%
Daily staff writer
Besides coping with 20 person
growth in enrollment in his first year as
dean of SiStl’s School of Education.
Jack Nelson began implementing his
own agenda for improving the school.
The school’s growth will not continue next year, Nelson said.
Instead, he will concentrate on the
quality of the school’s students and programs.
"We’re getting about 400 credets
tial applications for programs we can
only admit 125 students to." Nelson
said. This is in response to the current
demand for teachers.
"The result is that we can he very
restrictive. Students who arc admitted
averages and better, and virhave
tually all are graduates, he said.
"The schools will he better served
by keeping a high quality program.
rather than lowering the quality in order
to provide more teachers... he said.
Nelson’s past agenda included improving the faculty, enlarging the
school’s area of graduate studies and beginning new programs
"My primary goal was trying to
bring (in) some very talented new young
faculty to be the core of what the new
School of Education will be. It’s going to.
be a whole new school . . . probably in
the nest five years." Nelson said.
He was able to get 10 new faculty
lines approved for next year, he said
"1-hc second was to rethink the
school as a graduate center, that is, to
recognire that about 90 percent of our
students already have baccalaureate degrees and have the faculty rethink what it
means to be a graduate center in a university which has a strong emphasis on
the undergraduate level." Nelson said.

Ii. 19K7

it
ranked first in the amount ,it
is.. it tatc.
invested in education
near the bottom."
Self-Esteem Task
"(John) Vasconcellos is a very
important influence in the state. I’m
very pleased that he gives his support.
"It’s too bad that what could he
an important idea . . . became too
gimmicky.
"It’s not Vaseoncellos fault,
but it sounds like a quick trick. Selfrespect and self-concept take years to
develop and arc fairly easy to destroy.
’I think it’s a good idea that
he’s raised the issue that there’s more
to school than just learning how to
read and write and do mathematical
problems or pass tests And a but of it
has to do with how you treat people
See EDI/CAT/ON. page 10

By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
Although its existence is almost a
secret on campus. the Spartan howling
team gained further national recognitiisn
last week with the announcement that
five of its In members were ranked in the
country’s top 20 collegiate bowlers.
Following a seyond-place finish in
last itionths national tournament, three
women’s team members were chosen for
the 1987 National Collegiate Bowling
America
All
Association
( ’oaches
learns.
Health science senior Kim Terrell
and industrial design sophomore Maja
Rode were named to the first team, while
marketing freshman Lynda Norry was
chosen for the second team.
Arising the men, marketing senior
Kevin Gray was chosen for the men’s
lint team, while journalism senior Brian
liedmw made the men’s second team.
Candidates were nominated by

. . . this is something I
can tell my kids about."
Maja Rode,
howling team member
coaches and players in late March.
Coaches from around the nation then
voted on players’ personal attributes and
mm -lane performance. said Terry Oregory, bowling team administrator,
With approximately 600 teams nationwide, of which roughly 200 are
highly competitive. the choice of five of
Ifs 51S1’ bowlers for the four, five -person All America teams was quite a feat.
(in:pity said.
" I iiiditionally our program is such
that we are going to have some who are
candidates, but it’s highly unusual to
have this many people make it, Oregory said
Usually. the Coaches’ Association

announces the players named to the
teams within a week and a halt after the
national tournament. When Gregory
hadn’t received word by last Friday, he
called to find out the results
’Ferrell, who also made first team
last year and received the second most
VilreS of any woman this year, said she
was excited and happy when she heard
the new,
"I telt I had a good chance. better
than last year." Terrell said. "I had a
good season I bowled well most of the
time
"But I was :Man...11 was chosen as
high as I was It’s a great honor.
Rock, who never bowled until high
school and boasted a 193 tournament average this season, said being chosen was
an "extra Nam," for a good season
’’This is something I’ll always
know I did." Rode said. "You get a kit
of plagues from tournaments, but this is
something I can tell my kids about "

Group forms to fight campus racism
Students, staff
pull together
By

Diane M. BeJarann
Daily staff writer
A campus group has been formed to
defeat racism and racial violence at
SJSU.
Prompted by a Spartan Daily etlitorial about racism, a racist poster and
graffiti on campus. Barbara JonesHulce. a student majoring in commanications. and David Elliot. Commu-

!manor) Studies IN:partition chairman,
organnied a discussion about racism May
it
I he group represented wide ethnic
backgrounds including Asians, blacks
and Hispanics
Eight students, three employees.
three faculty, and two administrators at tended the meeting. They plan to meet as
a group today in Room 215 of Hugh Gil his Hall
the Daily editonal focused on ac
toms of a white supremacy group. called
the Aryan Youth Movement, which distributes racist literature at local high

schools
The poster. which was distributed
around campus by a group called the
Wild Boys, said: "Wanted off campus,"
and showed a picture of an Asian
woman Other racial remarks were written beneath the woman’s picture.
Most of the lb students. staff and
Neon!, who attended the medial/ were
angered that racial harassment was occurring on campus
’Ilw group said its goal was to mail
an interracial campus-wide coalition.
When someone walks onto this
See RACISM. page /2
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Editorial

Arms talk helping avoid disaster
Although no earth shattering changes may
come of it ---- no treaties signed, no
the presence of both
accords reached
the United States and the Soviet Union at the
nuclear arms talks going on in Geneva should
give us all a glimmer of hope for the future. For
too long the United States and the Soviet Union
have avoided all arms talks. The last arms
treaty signed by both countries and ratified was
SALT I in 1972.
The Strategic Arms Reduction Talks,
which began in 1982. have not produced any
agreements as of yet. Although both sides initiate proposals that are too far-reaching for the
it’s this procedure of
other side to accept
proposal and counter proposal that will eventually lead to a mutual agreement.
Last week the U.S. delegate to the talks in
Geneva initiated an example of this political maneuvering by putting forth a proposed 50-percent reduction of long-range nuclear missiles over the next seven years. Longrange nuclear missiles are those that can travel
the distance between the Soviet Union and
United States.
But the Soviet Union probably will not
agree to the U.S. proposal to put a 16,000 missile limit on long-range weapons because the
majority of the Soviet nuclear arsenel is made
of this type of missile. U.S. nuclear forces are
largely made up of land, air and submarinebased medium-range weapons.
Obviously, because long-range missiles
make up the bulk of its nuclear arsenal, the Soviet Union will probably propose a removal of
the long-range weapon ceiling. This will spark

counter-propsal by the U.S. negoiation team
and will start the wheels in motion. It’s through
this process that an agreement will be reached.
An open forum of this type helps ease tensions between the Soviet Union and the United
States caused by the constant threat of nuclear
war.
In October 1962, our two nations may
have come to within a few hours of a nuclear
war during the Cuban missile crisis. The Soviet
Union was in the process of building nuclear
missile bases in Cuba - just a few miles from
the coast of the United States. A convoy of Soviet ships were en route to Cuba with a shipment of warheads. A war of words ensued between President John Kennedy and Soviet
leader Nikita Khrushchev, which led to a
blockade by U.S. naval forces. The two nations
a conflict at
were headed for a showdown
sea that could have escalated into full-scale nuclear war.
Although Mikhail Gorbachev and Ronald
Reagan are both gifted communicators and
have both shown genuine interest in curbing
nuclear proliferation, the potential for this type
of crisis exists all over the world.The open forums in Geneva are one of the hest ways to
avoid confrontations such as Cuba ill 1962.
As long as our nation’s leaders are talking
about problems associated with nuclear weapons, strategic military balances and the future
of the world, our two countries have an outlet
to avoid tense situation such as the Cuban missile crisis - or in the worst -case scenario, to
avoid another Hiroshima.

WELL

A.TLEA,1 11-1E-sifZE TALKING-.

A Birdseye View
’Mere praise of peace is eas.\.
but ineffective. What is needed is
active participation in the fight
against war and everything that
leads to if.
Albert

Einstein

co-inseMor (tithe atomic bomb

Nuclear technology casting dark cloud over humanity
If the course of earth’s history could be charted in one calendar year. humankind would not appear until the very last day
of the year. Rut in the last 20 seconds of that last day we have
amassed such a destructive force that we can destroy this earth
tenfold. A worrisome fact to be sure, given our historical propensity for war. But what differentiates us from bygone generations is that we have risen the stakes so high we can no longer
tolerate a military mistake.
With all the scientific winirdry the nuclear age has
wrought, we have rendered conventional warfare obsolete. ’I’he
foot soldier is the icon of a simpler past. When World War Ill
comes it will not carry with it an impending army, only a legion
of warheads.
Since the team of scientists, known as the Manhattan Project. exploded the first atomic bomb in the parched. and New
Mexico desert. the world has never
been the same. The planet has become littered with nuclear weapons;
silos buried deep underground, their
warhead poised for action And from that fateful day, our
relationship with the Sirs lets has been forever altered. It remains an unholy relationship at best.
From the advent of the Cold War every Soviet leader has
given the issue of arms control much lip service. But over the
years the more agreements and treaties the U.S. signed with the
Soviets the higher the nuclear arsenal seemed to rise Every
arms treaty, including the SAI agreements, has sadly proven
ineffective in limiting nuclear weapons - let alone their reduction.
Enter General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev. With a ready
smile, a fashion conscious "first lady." and a Western-style

Viewpoint

Victor
Manuel
lnzunza

public relations machine, he has begun NI put the U.S. in a very
odd position: s up to us now to pave the way for the redulClion
of arms.
Put simply, Gorbachev has offered a plan to eliminate all
medium -range nuclear missiles from Europe within live years.
It’s the same proposal Gorbachev had made at last Octobees
meeting with Reagan at Reykjavik. But when he made the proposal then he had attached any agreement on the U.S. abandoning all Strategic Defense Initiative research.
Almost five months later. in March. Gorbachev dropped
the proverbial bomb on the Reagan administration w hen he
again tendered the idea, but left out the stuff about abandoning
SDI. It sent the Western Alliance reeling.
Ironically. Gorbachev’s plan is nothing new to Ronald
Reagan. In fact. it’s Reagan’s idea. He first proposed his socalled "zeni option- back in 1981. He pitched the plan to the
Soviets mainly to appease anti-nuclear protestors and badly divided is w eminent. in 1- uropc 1,5 or the denim merit of the ’ IX.

WHAT,
MOMMY!
DEAR?
GUESS WHAT WE
TALKED ABOUT
IN SCHOOL.

Reagan did not for one minute think Moscow would accept the
proposal. He was right. Bre7hnev promptly laughed it off his
desk and into the circular file.
There is more to the /eni-7ero option than just a withdrawal of nuclear weapons. The fact is the Soviets would get the
better deal. If the option is agreed upon as it now stands. Moscow would withdraw 382 multiple head medium-range missiles
with 922 warheads: the U.S. would repeal its 316 missiles with
316 warheads. This would leave the Soviets with a decided
short-range missiles and conventional force advantage. Currently. the 1.1.S. has 127 short-range missiles, the Soviets have
hundreds. many of which are deployed in East Germany.
What is most striking about the rhetoric that has flooded
the media in recent weeks is the way the Reagan administration
has approached the proposal. Said Reagan: "The change in the
Soviet position is a great breakthrough. This is a great moment
of hope for all mankind.- But privately the Reagan administration is dreading the idea because it would leave the Soviets with
a tactical advantage in the European theater.
The Europeans are playing the same game. They openly
favor arms reduction hut secretly fear a U.S. withdrawal which
they think may leave them vulnerable to a "Soviet takcover.’
But the anns talks continue with the West apprehensive
and the East boring ahead. Sometimes it is all hard to believe.
that a few short-range missiles and a conventional army of all
things is enough to spools th, West. But such it is.
When the histories are written if in fact they are) will it
document a society which had the foresight to take a step toward ridding the earth of nuclear weapons. or, a society so paranoid it could not come to grips with their destnictive toys.
Only time will tell.

WE DISCUSSE
THE HUCLERR
ARMS RACE

cHI

\,4-"-ELL SWEETIE, THAT’S
’JUST ABOUT BUILDING

BOMBS. RIGHT
NOW, SOME MEN
ARE TALKING
ABOUT STOPPING
THOSE BOMBS.

WHAT IS
K_THINT, MOM?

-A

Andy
Bird

Summer of Love
their
Tyouth ii AIM 11.11101I need 10
’,dues. It’s time we stop worrying about the next
episode of "Dallas.’ and start worrying about our
future.
We need to return to the values of the so-called
"protest movement" of the ’60s and early .70s. If we
don’t, all we have to look forward to is conflict after
never-ending conflict - an example being the atrocity of
President Reagan’s policies in Nicaragua. That conflict
has already killed one Amencan -- tine too many.
Civil disobedience and a commiument to social change were the driving force behind the peace protests
of the .60s, and it worked.

The Summer of !awe 1967. Tensit as at home
over the conflict in Southeast Asia were just beginning to
simmer. The next year, which would witness the assassination of one of the nation’s "best and brightest’) presidential candidates and the most revered man of the civ 11
rights movement, would become a boiling pot of protest
’They protested against the killing and racial inequality, they demonstrated for peace and civil rights. To
many. it seemed they protested just for the sake of protesting, demonstrated just for the sake of demonstration.
The nation couldn’t understand their behavior then.
and the youth of the 80s don’t seem to understand what
the protest movement meant.
Goals and priorities have changed. Instead of concern about the fate of the nation, the world and the future
of the human race, young Americans appear to he caught
up in their own short-sighted futures. How many grand
per year will I pull down? When can I buy my first oceanfront condo’?
Horrifyingly. the "Yippies.) of the ’60% have
evolved into the "Yuppies.. of the ’80s.
Twenty years ago the United States was a nation divided. The youth of that generation were revolting
against the hypocrisy they saw in previous generations. Since World War II -- billed as the war to end all
wars -- the United States had been involved in one military conflict after another. Both sides had long possessed
the capability to annihilate the other, the killing taking
place on battlefields throughout the world just didn’t
make sense anymore.
The youth of that generation had been told the world
was working toward a Utopian society, but what they saw
was U.S. war making abroad and inhumane racial discrimination at home.
The founders of the "grass roots" movement were
at first considered radical. hut gained acceptance as
youth, eventually joined by their parents, saw the hypocrisy and demanded change.
The musicians of that era were true leaders. Dylan.
Seeger. BaC7 and Country Joe McDonald provided inspi
ration with lyrics like:
He the first one on your block
’IO have .vitur boy came home in it hos . . .
(And it’ s)one, two, three. what are we fighting for:’
Otsn’t ask me, I don’ give a damn
The next stop is Vietnam
I:feel-like-1’ mikrin’-to-die rag.
Country Jar and the Fish
Monterey 1967, Chicago 1968, Woodstock 1969,
Kent State 1970. Yes, mixed in with peaceful demonstration, the movement had its share of violence. even flaming and bloody riots. hut it worked. Public opinion eventually turned against the Vietnam war and Americans
demanded social change at home.
happened to that era’? Elements of it are still
what
alive in some of the most intrepid Americans of
our time. They march onto nuclear test sites in
the Nevada desert, protest at Livermore Labs and "sit
in" at Brown University.
Perhaps the most courageous are the veterans of
Vietnam who fought in hell for their country and have the
compassion to protest vehemently against the United
States taking steps in that direction again.
Wake up American youth. The Reagan administration and the CIA are preparing for World War IV and you
are worried about your VCR’s. IRA’s and BMW’s.
And.. Bird was the forum editor for spring 1987.
Today’s column marks the end it the semester and
the final edition 01 1 Ilirdsev e ii’.. , hut the spirit will
live I /II. ’thank sIIII 5J51 !
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Letter to the Editor

Dateline

A.S. officer disputes editorial, says budget debate, discussion is fair
Editor.
Has the Assn kuic.1 Students Board ot Directors
scripted every line ot debate and discussion on the 1914748
budget to SaNC IMIC at the students* and unisersity ’ expense?
Has the A.S. board of directors created and passed a
budget without even public hearings. discussion or thought ’
Has the A S. hoard of directors not given enough time
and thought to a 5977.040 budget?
Has the A.S. hoard of directors held "elosed-doors’
meetings in violation of Section 149403 ol the Education
Code not the Brown Act) so as to subject theinselves to
legal penalty?
No. To all of the above.
Contrary to the Spartan Daily editorial "Recent A.S.
budget process only shortchanges students, university... the
A.S. has been giving plenty iii time, attention, consideration and discussion to this budget
All proposals by both the A S. president and the budget committee haw been open and available tor the last
three months. I feel that a lack of reporting by the Spartan
Daily has shortchanged the students. A summary ot the
budget process is as hillows:
Budget requests M t’tk. tCs
durinc Januar\

1 rei wised the budget requests. consulted with the
A.S. president, and prepared a presidential budget proposal. t he proposal was submitted to the board during the first
week of March, as required by the A .S constitution.
The budget committee began public hearings in Febmar) and March. then presented budget recommendations
to the A S. board on April 1
A response by the A.S. president was presented at the
board meeting on April 8. A.S. hoard members re% iewed
the budget committee recommendations. The president’s
proposed amendments were updated several times to reflect
the desire of A.S. officers to present a workable budget to
SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
The board approved a budget on Apnl 29.
The A.S. board members were provided a "script" for
parliamentary, process regarding the proper way to move the
budget at the A.S. board meeting on April 22, 19117. But
absolutely no "seript" was used for discussion or decisions
relating to the budget. This does not shortchange the on
dents or university .
Gregg A. Rose
Senior
Business .,1riiiiiiiist ration

F:xecutive Assistant
V.P. Finance of .1.S

Department of Journalism
celebrates 50 years at SJSU
By Rosa Tong
Daily staff writer
Celebrating its achievements ot the
past 50 years. the SJSU 1/epartment of
Journalism swill he holding its Golden
Anniversary banotiet at the San Jose
Hyatt on May 15
Paul Conrad. ss iidicated I ifs Angeles lune, editooal cartismcd_ swill be
the key note speaks., at the es eat. which
will honor toi
lac tilts and alumni.
Fifteen of Contact’s limited -edition
cartoons will he auctioned off as part ot
ilepartment fund raiser. said Dennis
liroM11. chairman ot the Journalism and
i.0. Communications department.
"It’s a seri nice gesture on his
part
lirown said "Were sers delighted "
X11 , the ai to. ins is ill have a minimum %ARK. of ’s I :‘ s . and they an he personah/ed h%
Bros, n said.
The :Ills Dont \Sill he conducted by
Don Haywaiil. \ I V anclionnan.
’this S car MC Mill locus primarily
on the tactilt
Brown said.

N aids M Ill he given to Dwight
tic site 1, founder of the Journalism Department. and Delores Spurgeon. former
faculty member and temporary department chairwoman during World War II.
They M Ill he honored for their contribution to the department and to the jounialism field.
Founded in 1936. SJSU Ikpartment
of Journalism was the first one to offer a
iournalism program iii the Calitorma
State I’no ersits System and the first one
to he accredited. Brown said.
The department was also a leader in
developing degrees for advertising,
broadsting and public relations, he said.
Today. S.ISt is fCCOIMUCtl as having one of the top murnalisin programs in
the nat ion.
Brown said the program is moving
into a better and bigger facility and plans
are being made to accommodate the
growth.
Certain areas of Dwight Bente,
Hall, where the Department of Journalism is housed, have been deteriorating.

There are plans to mine the department
to a new location in Wahlquist I.ihrary.
"Many of the faculty, are near retirement age," Brown said. He added
that the new’ faculty should be qualified
with a forward -looking. flexible, and
creative mind.
Brown foresees these changes so
that "at the end of the next 50 years. the
department is stronger than it is now and
that students are better served
Special honors will be given at the
banquet to journalism alumni Roy Brophy and Kim Komenich.
Brophy will be honored for his services to higher education. He is a former
chairman of the Board of Trustees of the
California State University system.
Komenich is the second alumnus to
win a Pulit7er Pri/e Ile was awarded the
mire tor Ins pi c tot ial wiis erage of the poloaal struggle in the l’hilipmes.
I ickets for the banquet cost $50 for
faculty and $20 for students. Proceeds
contribute the department’s instructional
programs. Brown said.

Spartaguide
Community Committee for International Students is having conversation in
English for all international students
from 10 a.111. it, noon and 1:30 to 3:30
p.m. this week in Administration Building. Room 222 Call Muriel Andrews at
279-4575 for inhumation.
Campus Democrats will hold an
election meeting at 11:30 a.m. today in
the Associated Students Conference
Room. Call 111cliele Itertolone at 2921>15:I tor uitormatittil.
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the (limmunwations Studies Department will hold a brown-bag lunch to
discuss "Ras la! and Ethnic Violence in
Santa Clara County" from noon to 1
Ii in today at thigh Gillis Hall, Room
215 Call the Communications Ifepartmerit at 277-29112 for information.
Gerontology Club is holding a potluck for its last meeting at 12:30 today at
the barbecue pit near the Women’s Gym.
Call Sharon Siu at 277-2723 for infiwinatiim.
College Republicans is holding its
last meeting at 12:30 today in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room. Call Jill
ow sk i at 358-1061 for information.
International Program is holding a
reception for students selected to study
abroad at 2,30 to 4:30 p.m. today in the
Costanoan Room of the Student Union.
( ’all Sharon Cancilla at 277-3792 or Judy
Rickard at 277-2/483 for information.
SJS Ultimate practices at 5 to 7:30
p.m, today at the South Campus fields
ilest to the tennis courts. (’all Terry. Mc( ’arthy a! 297-0456 for information.
Sparta Gold Dance Team is holding
auditions at 6:30 to 4 p.m today at the

Spartan Complex. Room 075. Call Regina Calloway at 287-1355 fin. information.
SJSU Army Row is holding an
ais ards ceremony at 1 p.m. tomorrow at
the Student Union Ballroom. Call Capt.
Phillips at 277-2485 6 for information.
Student Ilealth Service is immuni7ing for measles at 1 to 3 p.m. tomorrow
at the Health Building. Room 2011. Call
Oscar Battle at 277-3622 or 277-9074 for
information.
Design Programs and the Art lkpartment are sponsoring a Design Mixer
exhibition at 7 to 10 p.m. May 20 at
"techmart in Santa Clara on Great America Parkway. Call Bonnie Lowry at 2772545 or 277-2542 fOr information.
Associated Students leisure Services is having tennis tournament sign-ups
at 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. May 23. 24 at the
Student Activities Office. Call lii Asborno at 277-2858 for int ormation.
Afro-American Studies Department
is holding its Fifth Annual Black Commencement ceremony at 1:30 p.m. on
May 23 at the University Theater. Call
Debra Johnson at 294-4120 for information.
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PG&E apologizes
FREMONT( A In
Pacific (ius and 1. lectric has apologi7ed to a couple whose premature hahs breathes with the
help of a life-support machine when repair crews took 2’
hours to respond to a povser outage at then home
"Apparently we did make a mistake." Pas itic Gas &
Hectric spokesman Ilarrs Arnott said oil \
’ We arc
sorry We belies e it is human 1.11 lute We have
a 51 stern In place to take care wit this kind it emergency situItion.’
Fenton and Linda Norman’s year -old daughter Julie
Ann was born three months prematurely and requires roundthe-clock nursing care and respirating equipment.
"The lights started going tIOM and soilage dropped:*
the father said of Sunday night’s iris Oen( "I called the
PG&F service number and v,as dispatched to Oakland.
where I got this very blase response
Norman said he told the electric company employee
that his child was on life support and the house is listed with

i&1 to reselie high priority tin icpair so Irk in case of
power shortages or outages. He said the employee denied
that Norman’s name was in thc computer
Arnott confirmed that the Normans were listed in the
computer
Norman said he and his wile brought their daughter
home twirl Stanford Medical Center on Saturday and had
called Pt i& I vi ice to make sure the twilit% was listed to receive priority repair set’s is
An emergency generator at the Norinan’s house kept
the child alise
sTeNs
prohlellt

PTL loses all
SAN JOSE (AP)
A television station that used to
broadcast the vrt. Club pulled the plug on the evangelical
ministry and filed suit for the non-payment of bills.
K ICI! Channel 36 on Monday filed a complaint against
the Vt I. Television Network and Jim and Tammy Bakker in
Santa Clara County Suite
Court the station is seeking
5I40.250 for or time and contract obligoions.
"I don’t find this unusual... said Craig Sciden. an attorney tor the station. " EV ministers quite often don’t pay
their hills l’se sued Jerry Falwell twice "
It the bills are not paid promptly . Clannel 36 will take
legal action, forcing PTI to reseal details about its financial
affairs. Seidel) said. loll. officials could not be reached for
climment.
l’he Bakken.. who built the PEI. into a $172 million
empire with donations from thousands of faithful viewers,
were taken oft the show’s payroll and barred from the
church alter Bakker admitted to a Sexual affair with a
chimh secretary.

Bush drops in polls
5 R \IFNI() I API X is s’

President George
Bush’s lead oser Sen. Robert Dole 01 Kansas has dropped
from 19 to 10 percentage points since March among California Republicans, anew Teichner Associates poll says.
lhe survey, conducted among 384 Republican voters
last Friday and Saturday. was released Tuesday by K ABC’IV in 1 is Angeles, KCRA-TV in Sacramento. and The
Sacramento Bee. It has a margin of error of 4.75 percent.
Pollster Steve Teichner reported Bush tavored for the
1988 Republican nomination for president by 25 percent of
the (’alifornia Republicans SUFVOC11. followed by Dole at
16 percent.
They were followed by tele% ision minister Pat Robertson at 7 percent: U.S. Rep. Jack Kemp of New York and
hirmer Nevada Sen. Paul Laxalt. 3 percent each, and former Secretary of State Alexander Haig and former Delaware (iov. Pierre DuPont. 2 percent each. Forty-one perCCM were undecided.

Toni Cruise marries
IDS ANGE1.1..5 1AP1 - Box-office heartthrob Tom
Cruise and actress Minii Rimers were married in a private
ceremony last weekend. Cruise’s publicist reported "ruesday
Cruise. 24, star ot " I op Gun." the biggest box-office
mos ie I ml 19146, as well as "The Color of Money . married
Rogers in New 1 ork City on Saturday, said Andrea Jaffee.

Infants catch AIDS
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
ally
1.5 percent of all All3S cases in the
United States are in infants and older
children who contract the fatal disease
from infected mothers. needles, blood or
sexual abuse. doctors reported Tuesday.
Drs. Arthur Ammann of Genentech
Inc. and Diana \Vara of the l’niversity of
California at San Francisco reported their
findings on AIDS in children in a paper
presented to the American Academy of
Pediatrics.
They reported that a marked possibility exists that babies can get the disease from their mothers at birth through
vaginal secretions. but Minims-aim ot the
virus through breast milk is suggested
hut unproved.
In one case where the strus was

found in breast milk, and the infant had
AIDS, the mother "became infected
after receiving a post -birth blood transfusnm from a susequently identified infected donor’’
Five risk groups for AIDS in infants
and children have been identified, the report said. They included "drug -abusing
mothers. women infected from blood
transfusions and through sexual contact.
and women of Haitian ancestry "
Children born to infected mothers
have up to a 60 percent chance of getting
infected. the doctors said.
They were M.1771C1.1. hilWeVer. by
the observation that while SOMC healthy
woman with the AIDS virus had infected
infants, while sonic women with AIDS
had uninfected offspring.

THANK HEAVENS
KINKO’S IS OPEN
SUNDAYS
SI kinko s. ue oiler i onylete
coming ser% ices sewn ikos a
meek. Ott- (fluid he the ansuer to
liutir [trio ers

kinko’s

Great copies Great people

481 E SAN CARLOS ST
295-5511
OPEN 24 HOURS

DON’T SPEND YOUR
VACATION CHANGING
YOUR MONEY

’Oyu tire cordialla iaoited to participate
ia the 131(tek jembiatiost Oeremostri
Keynote Speaker: Dr. Harry Edwards
Professor of Sociology, U.0 Berkeley

Saturday, May 23, 1987
Commencement at One -thirty in the afternoon
Graduates from December 1986 through
Summer of 1987 are eligible to participate
For more information contact
Mrs Cox 238-7707
Professor Watson 277-2721
(415) 534-9129

Montotine Consultant.

Jolene Carrell. COMM Kokes. Pam McGurn/in
I or; Ann Umnan Johnny Yu

1.115 A1.11" (Al’s
5 ,emaiiiese Catholics.
unswayed by a reconciliation KMACCII list, wit their leaders
and the bishop of the San Jose diocese. luesday protested
the bishop’s choice of a pastor to a mission they’ve occupied for 10 months
About 100 Vietnamese held signs and chanted "No
Father Duong" sitter Bishop Pierre Dutslaine held a news
conference Fran (’wing Thien and Iran An Rai
A scuttle involving several Vietnamese panshioners
erupted before the news conference when a church official
told some Vietnamese the conference was only for official
press. Nobody is as hurt.
Nearly 100 Vietnamese jammed Into the conference
room. anyway, and heard DuMaine..thien and Bat discuss
their agreement to resolve several issues and reduce ten MOM..
1/uMaine said he would work toward fulfilling the
Vietnamese community ’s demand to elevate the tiny Our
I .ady Queen of Martyrs inission to a "personal parish.’ lie
also lifted his excommunication of Thiel’ and Hai in exchange for their cooperation
DuMaine said "the single factor" leading to the reconciliation was a recent letter t rom the Vatican supporting his
excommunication warder and hacking Ins authority.. Ile said
that brought Thien and Hai back to talks in "a more positii’e
and civil climate...
Thien and Bat aCiepied DuAlaine’s authority to appoint the Rev. Paul Dunne as pastor of the mission, despite
widespread community dislike for Duong
However. Thien said he thinks "it is impossible tor
II/ming) to work is O.’ the Vietnamese community. Thien
said "the gate is open.’ tor Duong to enter the parish, from
which he was hIttt.’Isitl last JUIN . but other dissidents remained bitterly opposed to Dining
’We will not accept hint.’ said Truong Vu. one ot the
pnitestors. This didn’t soh e anything. Father Duong said
he doesn’t want us to base a personal parish. We don’t want
hnta
DuMaine. ’Melt and Hai agreed to help re-establish a
full schedule of Masses and pastoral sets lees in Vietnamese
at the occupied mission and other parish sites
They also agreed to plan a \lass otcionciliation to he
celebrated by Dtiong at the mission No date was set, although Thien and Bat said they hoped that the Stass could
be celebrated within a few days.

c 4ttentiott ’131trek -graduates

Awl

ten Slepnanw M Ns
PBOtOgrephers

Bishop chooses new pastor

Come Celebrate Black Achievement

It you’re about to leave the country.
"tere s a simple way to avoid money -changing
lassies
Get your foreign money before you go
At any Deak International office, you can buy
Thomas Cook MasterCard Travelers
Cheques in the currencies you II need Going
to Canada? Get your travelers cheques in
Canadian dollars To I ondon? Get your
cheques in pounds Our Thomas Cook
MasterCard Travelers Cheques are available
in U S dollars and nine international

currencies at current rates of course And
Deak doesn’t charge those extra little
commissions that other places tack on And
while you’re at the Deak office, get cash for
tips, taxis and snacks when you arrive Deak
carries 120 different currencies (Going to
Inolancl, How many krona would you like")
G14iellst13he27.3o3v0e8r here for OWN there.

Eurail passes also available

DEAKINTERNABONAL
around the corner
Around the v..orid,

86 Stanford Shopping Center
Palo Alto, CA 94304
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Len
Gutman

Bottom of the ninth
I iosd - :’ 9point fourth quarter to
F4sie,w,
beat the I alers in game tour of the 1987 NBA
playoffs
Hobby Thompson’, ’Shot Heard ’Round the
World ’ A two -out homer in the bottom of the ninth to
heat the Brooklyn Dodgers and win the 1951 National
league pennant The Giant, win the pennant! The Giants
win the pennant’
Larry Mite’s I 30 -foot chip shot in sudden death to
win the 1987 Masters at Augusta National
The 1980 Wimbledon finale won by Itiom Borg in a
fifth -set tiebreaker against John ShInrik that seemed to
last forever.
Cal’s dramatic kickoff return through the Stanford
band to heat the Cardinal in the 1982 Big Game.
Hucky Dent’s towering home run over the "Green
Monster" in the one -game playoff that sent the Yankees
to the Al. Championship Series in 1978
The Mike Pere/ pass to Lain Malauulu with time
running out in the Fresno State game last season.
breaking the Bulldogs winning streak and giving the
Spartans the inside track to the Cal Howl and the PCAA
title.
1984 The Orange Bowl. Nebraska, undefeated.
going against the hometown Hurricanes for the National
Championship. late in the fourth the Huskers score and
decide to go for two points and the undefeated season
the Miami defense holds 31-30, the ’Cane, win.
Game so, of the 1975 World Series. bottom of the
ninth, Carlton Fisk’s homer to beat the Reds, and his
dance up the first -base line
The 1950 Olympic hockey team heating the
Russians and going on to win the Gold. Yes, I believe in
miracles.
1978. The Oakland Raiders beat the San Diego
Chargers on the last play of the game as Ken Stabler
purposely fumbles the ball and Dave Casper lands on it in
the end ,one.
October 8, 1956 It’s the World Series and the
Brooklyn Dodgers are up against the Yankees. A man by
the name of Don I .4r...en is on the mound for the Bronx
Bombers. As the last pitch of the game is fired. Yankee
catcher Yogi Berra races to the mound to embrace
Larsen. Not a single hatter reached first base.
Keith Smart’s Iasi -second shot against Syracuse to
give the Indiana 1. Iniversity Hoosiers the 1987 National
Championship.
"The Catch." Milers vs. Dallas. 1981 NFC
Championship game. Dwight Clark reaching for the sky
to pull down a Montana pass to win the game and put San
Francisco in the Super Howl.
Chris Chambliss’ bottom of the ninth homer over the
right field wall at Yankee Stadium against the Royals in
game five of the 1976 Al. Championship Series.
Carl Yastrxemski circling Fenway Park shaking the
hands of the Boston fans in his last game.
North Carolina State’s I strenni Charles jams home a
desperation attempt by Derrick Whittenburg to lead the
underdog Wolfpack over Houston in the 1983 NCAA
Championship game.
Joe Willie Namath and the New York Jets upset the
Baltimore Colts in Super Bowl III. I told you so.
The Orange Howl. 1981 AFC playoff game. In
overtime, the San Diego Chargers beat the Dolphins
Dave Henderson’s home run in the 11th inning of
game five of the 1986 Al . Championship game as the
Angels watched their World Series hope, fade into the
Anaheim twilight.
Doug Flutie’s "Hail Mar’,’’ pass against the Miami
Hurricanes with no time left on the ticker to win the
game.
In the last at bat ot his hrilliant career, Ted Williams
run at Fenway Park
hits a h
May- I 1. 1957 the last edition ot Full Count
Len Gutman was the sports editor and will he
interning at the I .as %elm% Sun this summer. Send
him an air conditioner. Full Count appeared mem
is tick I his semester.

McCallum
transferred
LOS ANGFLES API
Napoleon
McCallum. who was able to play for the
Los Angeles Raiders last season while
also serving as an ensign in the Navy at
nearby Long Beach, apparently is being
reassigned to San Diego and thus won’t
be able to play for the NFL team this
year.
.t Jim Stoops, of the supply school
in Athens. Ga.. where McCallum currently is inning, told the Los Angeles
Times that McCallum "has been assigned to the staff of the Naval Surface
Forces Command, Pacific."
Stoops also said that McCallum
eventually could he expected to jai to
sea.
The newspaper said a navy source
who asked not to be identified continued
in Washington that McCallum was being
assigned to San Diego
9

Baseball team lacked key hits

Count

By Stephen Ellison
Daily stall writer
too many times this season Spartan baseball coach Sam
Piraro caught himself saying. "We’re not a strong -hitting
team, we need some break, to go our way "
looking back, it seems he was nght. Front the day SJS1
defeated nationally -ranked Stanford University in the opener to
the final game against UC-Irvine on Sunday, the Spanans rarely dominated their opponents -- especially in the much -acclaimed PCAA
In 21 conference games, the Spartans 15-13) hatted 268
and scored 76 runs while opposing teams hit 278 and scored
119.

’We just couldn’t score enough runs to
compete with those teams. We invented
new ways to not score runs. We were
!lever a strong team and that hurt us.’
Sam

Baseball
For Pirani, who was in his lost year as the Spartans head
coach, there was really no other way to explain it.
"In this conference (the PCAA) you have to score a lot of
not
runs to win." he said. "It’s a great baseball conference
good, but great. I would say it ranks right up there with the Pacific -10."
Prior to their conference -opening series against UNI.V
March 27. the Spartans stood at 20-10, better than any of their
PCAA foes. In the first contest with the Rebels, they pulled off
a 5-4 victory behind the pitching of Anthony Telford II was
their 21st of the year. equaling the team’, win total of 1986.
After that, the Spartans won just 1 I of their last 26 games
and only seven of those were against PCAA teams. Piraro felt a
little bit of hard luck may have contributed to their poor shi,N ing .
"We played 21 conference games and our opponents
made a total of seven errors.’ he explained. "To me, that’s a
shocking statistic. They don’t even do that in the major
leagues...
Hut Piraro made It clear that the primary cause of his
team’s sudden downfall was an inability to produce runs.
"We just couldn’t score enough runs to compete with
those teams We invented new ways to not score runs. We were

Brad Mangin Daily stall

(API - It used to be called the hardship draft, and the
term was never more appropriate than now.
The difference: College undergraduates who tum to professional basketball these days are finding their hardships in the
NBA.
"People don’t understand how good our league has become." said Marty Blake, who operates the NBA’s top scouting service. ’Maybe the players have. Maybe they. figure they
aren’t ready to go against the pros yet."
For that reason, fewer underclassmen are declaring themselves eligible for the NBA draft.
In the last five years. 45 undergraduates have entered the
draft. but in the days leading up to last Friday night’s deadline
for 1957 filings. only Vincent Askew ot Memphis State, Norris
Coleman of Kansas State .111d Derrick McKey of Alabama
asked out.
Pittsburgh’s Charles Smith, the All -Big East center, said
he would file and then changed his mind. McKey. the South
eastern Confers:nee Player of the Year. thought about it. strip
natty decided to stay in school, then was forced to opt for the
draft when it was disclosed he had already signed with an
agent, making him ineligible to play his final year.
Perhaps the best pro prospect, Danny Manning of Kansas.
announced Friday he would remain in school and said he was
looking forward to playing in the Olympics next year.
"It’s what’s best for me and wht my family wants me to
do," Manning said. "My family wants me to stay and get my
degree, and that’s important."
The hardship draft first was instituted by thc NBA in
1971, so named because college undergraduate, were supposed
to show financial hardship to be eligible. Thai pretense long
since has been dropped, but other pretenses still exist.
They include instant fame and fortune, freedom from
exams and power over one’s own destiny. Too often in recent
past, however, pretense has given way to failure. And Ire
quently, those who fail realin: later it wasn’t even by their own
decision.
’A lot of agents go out and encourage Lids to come out.’
agent Hob Wolff said. "Nomially they don’t come out on then
own. Rarely does a guy come out w ho doesn’t have somebody
advising him to do it."

AUDITIONS
VITA SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL APPRENTICE PROGRAM

To be held Saturday, May 16th
from 9:00 to Noon. Call the
Valley Institute of Theatre Arts
at (408) 867-2395 now for an
appointment and information.

In 1982, North Carolinas James Worthy went No. 1 to
the Los Angeles takers. Terry Cummings ot- IhPaul was chosen No. 2 by San Diego and Dominique Wilkins of the (Miser,
sity of Georgia was picked No. 3 by Utah, then trailed to Atlanta. Seven of the first nine player, souls] has e stayed in
college.
In 1983, the early -entry class y icIdcd toe ot the first 14
picks. In 19144. Akeem Olajuss on left Houston a year early a, a
Ni,. I pick of the Houston Rockets. North Carolina’. Michael

July 6th-August 14th
This summer join educators and school personnel in a stimulating program
offered in San Jose, The Master of Science degree program or credential
programs can be completed by attending two to three six-week summer
sessions. Classes will be held every weekday (8:30 am- 3:30 pm) allowing
you to complete up to four courses leading toward a Masters or Credtmtial.

Students enrolled in this program can take:

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
EARN SUMMER FUNDS
AND STILL HAVE TIME
FOR SUMMER’S FUN.

eTEmpoRARiEs

Color T V .5, VCR’s. Cable
FREE Uttities
FREE Housekeeping
Fully Furnished
Spacious Rooms
Easily Accessible to Bus
Routes and Freeway
Walking distance to S.JSU

Temporary Personnel rzervice
No Fee

MOTHER OLSON’S
INNS
OFFICE OPEN 7 DAYS

Will be on Campus
May 20th
10am-2pm
Building Q.
Rm. 10

72 North 5th St., S.J.
998-0234

PARTY!

Foundations of Educational Practice

O NO MEMBERSHIP FEE
O NO BUSINESS TO OWN
O NO MINIMUM PURCHASE
HERE ARE SOME OF THE THINGS WE CARRY
Plastic Cutlery 0 Napkins 0 Charcoal 0 Pitchers
Plastic Beer Glasses 0 Lighter Fluid 0 Decorations
Styrofoam Cups 0 Table Coverings 0 Coffee Supplies
Ice Chests 0 Plastic Plates 0 Ash Trays 0 Punch Bowls
0 HiBall & Champagne Glasses 0
0 Al uminum Foil
Plastic Plates
Styro Plates & Bowls 0 Shasta Soda
EVERYTHING WHOLESALE

Curriculum and Instruction I

el Just Mention Spartan Daily
LEP and get 6 FREE can coolers
with any purchase!

Curriculum and Instruction II
Reading: Direct Instruction Methods

6 CAS

Exceptional Children in the Classroom
For More Information about this and other programs call an Admissions Counselor
at

SAN JOSE 287-7780

(408) 236- 1194)
1.01 W. IT. JOHN

IAN JOSE, CALIF.

(40)1)291.5400
t(x) Stevens Creek Blvd
San Jose, California

"lionut of World Famous Bar FTC/
irtaiseissc MI( (Di

National University

ti
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hoot of Fdiir.iu,n

.v*4 .o *rpm W.. owe.
...geom. waft.. 1.

Jordan was the No. 3 pick by Chicago, and Charles Barkley departed Auburn for Philadelphia as the fifth selection. Five undergraduates went in the first round in 1985 and five more in
1986.
Not every undergraduate. though, is a Magic Johnson or a
Jordan or an Olajuwon. Stardom, or even success, can take
longer. Ask Wayman ’tisdale. the three -time All-American
from Oklahoma who struggled off and on with the Indiana
Pacers after leaving college a year early.

It’s that time of year! Are you planning a party, barbeque,
picnic or beer bust? Buy everything you need
WHOLESALE at Central Cash ’n Carry. Youll love it!

Summer
Intensive Program

toe.. toomo

photographer

SJSU baseball coach Sam l’iraro closed out his first
season as the Spartans’ coach with a 31-28 record.

never a strong team and that hurt us,’ ’he said.
Now that the ’57 season is over. Piraro can do nothing but
look toward 1955.
"It’s frustrating fur a coach when he knows what his team
needs to do, but they can’t do it,’’ Piny said. "Because we
lav-ked the ability to hit the ball hard and score runs, we’re planning on bringing in some big hitters next year. That’s going to
he our top priority as far as recruiting is concerned .
For some Spartan players, the season wasn’t a total disappointment. Fernando Viera. for instance, was the team’s lead
mg hitter with a .335 average and also helped out in the power
department with four home runs and 35 RBI. V icra was even
MOW impressive in the PCAA, hitting 381. and knocking in 12
rims.
On the mound. jelford was hitter’, nightmare finishing
the season at 10-7 with a 2.57 carried run average. lie, along
us ith Dan Archibald and Al liacosa, helped compose one of the
hest pitching staffs on the West soast
Telford. the workhorse ot the staff I Ill I innings pitched/
struck out a nation-leading 161 hatters, while yielding just 49
silks Archibald. who finished with a 6-5 mark, struck out 93
m 110.2 innings pitched. Bacosa, who started out on a tear
with five victories in his first six decisions hut then experienced
some control problems, was unable to finish the season due to a
hamstring injury.
The prospect of all three starters returning to next year’s
,Itrail would he very rewarding to Piraro and the entire Spartan
oehall program

Three underclassmen go hardship

Financial aid and S1,000 tuition assistance scholarships are available with
recommendation from a principal, supenntendent, or immediate supervisor.

295-5414

Piraro,

SJSL baseball coach
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NO FANCY FIXTURES
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. . . BUT WORTH IT!
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Nelson hopeful Ex-Spartans practice in Denver
Aimonetti, Clark excited over chance of playing for Broncos
Milwaukee can
win in Boston
BOSTON AP) - Milwaukee’s
playoff series with the Boston Celtics
has been so close that Bucks’ Coach
Don Nelson is confident his team actually can do is hat has been done just
once in 17 months
He actually thinks a visiting
team -- his Bucks
can win in Boston Garden.
"I really do think we will win in
Boston." he said. All we are worrying about is winning that one game in
Boston. I’m not going to worry about
sy inning three straight because that
unds too insurmountable."
Winning just one game in Boston isn’t exactly a routine accomplishment. The Celtics are 79-1 there
since losing to Portland on Dec. 6,
1985.
If they extend that record to 80-1
Wednesday night, they will win the
NBA Eastern Conference semifinal
series 4-1 and eliminate the Bucks in
what could be Nelson’s last game as
their coach.
"The last I I years have been the
highlight of toy life." Nelson said of
his tenure as Milwaukee’s coach.
"Whatever happens, that’s going to
remain the same."
Nelson, who has been at odds
ss Oh Milwaukee owner Herb Kohl,
has indicated that this will be his last
season as coach of the Bucks.

Hui he has good reason to feel
that Milwaukee just may he the team
to snap the Celtics’ 33-game home
winning streak and keep them from
setting an NBA record of 15 consecutive home playoff victories, With
their victory last Wednesday night in
Boston. the Celtics tied the record of
14 set from 1949 through 1951 by the
Minneapolis I ..akers.
The Celtics’ 126-124 victory in
Game 2 in Boston was decided in the
final six seconds. In Milwaukee. the
Bucks won 126- I 21 in overtime, then
lost 138-137 in double overtime last
Sunday. putting them in their present
predicament.
"We’re in a hole,’ Nelson said,
"but we almost won one there (in
Boston) already. The score of this series could easily be reverted.’’
’’They could easily have won all
of the last three games." Boston
guard Danny Ainge said. "I don’t
think there’s any question they have
the confidence they can come in here
and beat us."
To win the series, though. the
Bucks N. Imid have to do it twice.
Only four teams in NBA history
have won best -of-seven series atter
trailing 3-1. The Celtics have done .1
twice. And Boston has won all 19
best -of-seven matchups in which it
has led 3-1

Olympics take pros
ISTANBUL. .1 urkey- iAP)
t ena ii ii ligs
nis millionaires were welcomed to the
For the 64 men in the tournament,
Olympics Monday, if they agree to give availability for Davis Cup play is a must:
up some cash while chasing gold, silver for the 32 women, it’s the Federation
and bronze.
Cup they must be willing to take part in.
Stars such as Boris Becker, John And that’s the area where I.endl becomes
McEnroe and Martina Navratilova could ineligible.
he playing for the titles of Olympic
Daum: said that, because Lendl has
champions next September in Seoul, refused to play recently for his native
when tennis returns as a medal sport for Czechoslovakia in Davis Cup play, he’s
the first time in 64 years. But the world’s out of Olympic contention.
top player. Ivan 1.endl, won’t be allowed
The tennis players also must live in
in.
the Olympic Village with the other athCommitOlympic
International
The
letes.
tee gave final approval to creating a tenTennis was last a medal sport in
nis tournament that a leading committee
1924 in Paris. In 1984 at I,os Angeles. it
member said would rival the Grand Slam
was
an
exhibition sport, with professionevents and other international competials under 21 allowed to compete. Stefan
tion for prestige.
Edberg of Sweden won the men’s singles
"Officials and players I talked with
agreed that the Olympic tennis tourna- and Stcffi Graf of West Germany the
women’s.
ment would be the No. I in the world,"
Willi Dame. head of the IOC’s eligibilThe IOC adopted a proposal by its
ity commission. said. "They see the medical commission to differentiate beOlympic tennis tournament above tween drug-taking to enhance perforWimbledon and the Das is Cup."
mance and drug-taking by accident,
It is an experiment for the Seoul where an athlete might need medication
Games only and will be evaluated af- for an illness.
terward to see if and how tennis remains
an Olympic sport.
The plan was adopted by acclamation, with applause filling the hotel ballroom where the IOC is holding its 92nd
Session.
The IOC also approved a revised
drug-penalty plan, which in present context has little practical effect, and elected
? Whole or Slices of
Chiharu Igaya of Japan to its executive
Homestyle Pies.
hoard.
Freshly Ground French
?
About 40 to 50 of the 84 members
Roast Coffee and Other
present spoke on the tennis plan, the
most radical by far in the rapidly changSpecialty Coffee Drinks.
ing world of eligibility for the once all ? Large Gourmet
amateur Games. But Michele Verdier,
Sandwiches
the IOC spokeswoman, said none of the
members called for its rejection.
? Delicious Homemade
"There was discussion of its good
Soups
and had points, but no one said. ’I am
against it. she said.
? Stuffed Baked Potatoes
Worked out in years of negotiations
and Quiches
involving financial, emotional and
Ice Cream Sundaes.
?
cal considerations, the eligibility plan for
Milkshakes and
tennis Y. j unanimously approved by the
Homemade Cookies
IOC’s executive board last winter after
Soviet sports officials finally gave their
consent.
Basically, it asks players with six and seven-figure incomes to become amateurs fora month.
They must agree not to receive payStylish =ood To Stay Or GO’
ment for playing in the Games or for the
results of their competition. For the two
One E San Fernando St
weeks of the Games and up to two weeks
Between 1st and 2nd
beforehand, they also must suspend en2 Blocks from Campus
dorsement contracts, which for some of
M -F 7 30am-6 30pm
them net as much or more as tournament
971-4PIE

hetueen college football and the pros
isn’t in physical ability
"My skills arc just as good as anybody else’s." Annonett said "It’s all a
mental game "

Fly Mark Foyer
Daily staff writer
It was only mini -camp, but tomer
SJSU offensive lineman John Aimonetti
feels that his chances of making the
Denver Broncos are very good.
"I came out of the mini -camp as the
number two offensive lineman on the
depth chart." Aimonetti said. "1 feel
good about what I accomplished there."
The same thing can be said about
former Spartan defensive back K.C.

11Piw

ktowv

Football
Clark. Clark, who like Aimonetti, signed
with the Broncos as a free agent last
week, said Denver is working him out as
a free safety.
-As a free safety. I’m able to use
more of my natural athletic ability."
Clark said. "I couldn’t ask for much
more."
The mini -camp explained the
Denver philosophy of both offense and
defense. The real practice, known as the
summer camp, starts at the end of July,
and will continue for six weeks. It’s at
that point when the fate of Clark and Aimonetti will be determined.
"I’ll just go out and show them
what I’ve got," Clark said. "I’m happy
to have the chance. and I want to make
the most of my chance."
But there was still that little bit of
excitement of even trying out with a professional team

AN Asp Orr

cI Ag, SIM

’Denver’s system is very
similar to the Spartans’
system. 1 feel very
comfortable with
Denver’s system.’

walk by a mirror in the
locker room and see my
head wearing a Denver
Bronco football helmet.’

’It was truly exciting to

K.C. Clark,

John Aimonetti,

Former SJS1.1 defensive back

Former Skil: lineman

’It was truly exciting to walk by a
mirror in the locker room and see my
head ssearme
Dem el Ii
, tootbd1

helmet... Aimonetti said ’’There was no
other feeling in the world like it.’’
sill

111,1i

the

tililitent.

ATLANTA (AP) -- The Atlanta
Hawks will be eliminated from the NBA
playoffs if they lose to Detroit in
Wednesday night’s fifth game of their
Eastern Conference semifinal series. But
Hawks Coach Mike Fratello doesn’t
want his players looking alit that way.
"One game. We have to win one
game." said Fratello. "That’s all that
matters. That’s all we have to worry
about. I don’t want our guys thinking of
anything except that one game.
The Pistons lead the series 3-1
going into Game Sat The Omni.
Hawks President Stan Kasten said
he is not discouraged by the team’s pre
carious position.
’’There are some series whet.
you’re down 3-1 and you don’t feel very
good about your chances. I think that
was the case last year when we played
Boston,’’ Kasten said.
’Hut we’re the home team down
I. which means we get two of three
games at home. I think you’d have to say
... we have a chance.’’
If the Hawks win Wednesday, the
series will move back to Detroit fin
Game 6 on Friday. The seventh game, 11
needed, would be Sunday in Atlanta.
Detroit Coach Chuck Daly said he
.is worried about playing in Atlanta, bin
he takes a realistic view it the outlook
since the Pistons need to win only one ii

the next three games.
"I would say we’re in control."
Daly said.
Pisfieis guard Isiahlhomas predicts
Game Swill he a tight
vve’se done an es"Delensisel
cellent job. But. iikeusisc, they’s e done
an excellent job in us.- he said "You
have two very good defensfie teams
going against each other. Nothing wines
easily The team that fights the hardest
still vi in "

guys
anything
of
thinking
except that one game.’
’I don’t want our

Mike Fratello.
Atlanta Hank coach

Academic Vice President
Candidate
2:00-3:00

Aimonetti said the Broncos will put
him up in a hotel next to Denver’s training facility
"They ’II pay me VA( a week durhe
session."
training
ing
the
said.Thex ’II also feed me. I just feel
us hole situation
sets pot’.’

who has known I homas since they
played together in high school
"V, ham sue sc got to do is get in
front 01 him. stay between him and the
basket.’’ Risers said Flut that’s very
tough to do I here ma) be 1.000 guys
k as Isiah, hut no one can
who are as
handle the hall like he does. ’
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Seasonal changes in makeup, coloring
and nails keep you up with fashion changes
We invite you to stop in for a personal
consultation and review.

A
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20% Discount w/Student I.D.*
Hair Cuts Include Conditioning & Styling
2000 Women
thru July 1st
17c Men
Frarridin Si, Santa Clara. C4 95050

*good
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KAMIKAZE
THURSDAYS!

RADIO
y\agarichi- FREE
SAN
JOE
Only

Only

5 00

SOC

Well, bless my star -is
capitalism dead? KSJS brings
killer commercial tree radio to
the south bay. So join hands,
comrades, and bop those buns
every weekday to the Rhythm
Wave. On the weekends, cool
your rosy cheeks with jazz/
fusion on the Creative Source.
Join the Party with Spartan
Sports and keep tabs on our
great dictators and their proletariat with KSJS Public Affairs.
90.7FM is everything but commercial. Oh, but don’t worry
Virginia, only the n9cks here

1st 50 People in the Door
Receive A Collectors Item
kamikaze "Shoot ’em Down"
T-Shirt! Too Iloilo Pass Up!
The new rock wave
in the South Ray

are red

,
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"While I’ in in Denver in June. I’ll
be looking fin a place to Ilse during the
season." Aimonciti said. "In the mean
time. the Broncos will be taking care ot
me

5

Open Forum Tomorrow

San Jose State University

Both players said they will return to
Denver in a month after graduation and a
short vacation. Once in Denver, it will
be time to prepare for the summer camp
with hopes ot playing in the regular season with the Broncos

Thomas is the ’flan to heat for the
Haw ks. said Atlanta guard Ihic Rivers.

.....

to

737

4weet</

Okerlund
Arlene
Dr.Interim
Academic Vice President

’Iknvers system is very similar to
the Spanans’ system." Clark said. "I
feel very sonitortable with Iknver’s system.

Hawks feel confident despite trailing 3-1

Sweetie Pies
Has It All!

All faculty, students and staff are
invited to attend a short address and
participate in a question answer session
with:

Clark hopes to makes the Broncos
because he likes the cox of Denver.
"Lite there isn’t lived in the fast
lane like it is in New York and Los Angeles." Clark said. "Denver is a good
place for me.
Clark said his sears here at SJSU
helped him prepare for Denser

oNahll
orn

INV%
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Local children’s center helps autistic kids

George Sakkestad Daily stall

photographer

Bob makes his lunch during the school day. Making a lunch can be a dif
licult task for many autistic children. Rob uses picture cards to help him
identify certain foods.
teorge Sakkestad Day

Kevin fills empty containers with % arious 111115, bolls and elect rue parts
at the Zonta Children’s Center. This sorting process is practiced by the

stall photographer

FREE COFFEE!

children in an effort to learn job skills. Key in suffers from autism, a behas ioral problem that strikes at a young age.

Children with behavioral problems learn skills
By Elisha Arnone
Daily stall writer
6 6 s ometimes they start pulling
their hair to release the terror . . . they can’t express
in words what they’re thinking or feeling." said Debbie Dobost. SJSU nursing student.
"One boy will start to sink in his
chair, and his voice will become
higher." she said He might he frustrated
because the work’s too hard. "His body
movements show the trouble is about to
start.’’
Mhos? and 10 other SJSU nursing
students work with autistic children at
the ’Ionia Children’s Center, a school for
children with severe emotional and behavioral problems. The students work at
Zonta to fulfill practical experience requirements fin. nursing.
Autistic children have trouble communicating, said Karen &Fwd. a teacher
at Zonta.
’’’Ilcy avoid eye contact, and
usually don’t know how to make friends
They’re self-centered." she said.
The cause of autism is unclear l’he
child’s withdrawal from human cont. !
used to be attributed to a lack of mots ,
cane. But today it is believed that these
children are horn autistic. Smyrl said.
Although an autistic child’s secluSIM is like a security blanket, and toes pose the child to intimacy is to rip away
the blanket, the ’Ionia Center has had
success socialiting these children.
Pat Leiner, a mother of triplets
didn’t notice anything unusual with ho
son Scotty until he was a year old. II,
had hearing problems and couldn’t sit up
like his brothers, she said.
Scotty entered Zonta at three years
old. Even though he wasn’t diagnosed as

1

2 "1

10

24 HOUR
COPY STOP
kinkois
Greet asses crest peep.
481 E. San Carlos St.
Between 10th & 11th

r

295-5511

THE 400ST 4160

3 Piece Box
of Chicken

voice
Smyrl asks another boy the same
question. The tall, lanky boy. Kevin, can
only remember fill napkins. He asks Michael to tell him the other job. Michael
stares off. Kevin yells. "Wake up!... What else do you do’r Michael jumps, a
little startled and says, "Make salads."
’the children actual!) go to Straw
Hat and perform these jobs. Smyrl said.
"We try to get them real working men -

aui
he has many of the same characteristics.
’He had severe behavioral problems and threw temper tantrums, hanging his head. He had a short attention
span and could not speak.’’ his mother
said
"This is his fifth year in Zonta.
When he entered, he had 30 tantrums a
day. Now he’s down to twice a day . iir
sometimes not at all."
When Scotty was younger. he had
no way of letting his needs be known,
and would become frustrated, she said
"Now he can say three -word -sentences when he needs fixxl, or warus to
play or use the hathmom. I’m sees
pleased with lonta.’’

The children also has e a day to go
grocery shopping, and there is a tkaltonal center at school to learn filing and
mailing skills.
One of the brightest accomplishments of Anita is the communications
room. The students are more social than
most autistic children, said teacher Hugo
5.1 lii

Karen Sinyd sits in a classroom
with tour boys. She ask. Michael
when: they ’re going for the day.
Michael stares at the wall. Smyrl repeats
herself. and Michael says. "Straw Fiat,
fill napkins, make salads.’’ iii a soft

A

outgoing boy. Dustin. is the cif
sir of the him I.ocal Action
1,r,,t1,11
DAil

Present Coupon
When Ordering
LGood Thru 5-20-87j

The children are busy in the communications room practicing reading,
and working on a 53100 piece put/le.
The boys work as a team to put it together. Solaris said. ’’’t’hey learn how to
rely on each other."
Dubost said she likes working :it
the school.
"I’m working with dynamic people
learning real -tile skills.
"They’re honest and upfront with
their feelings. It’s helped me to see the
disabled as people.

Courtesy of Spartan Shops

STUDENT UNION HOURS:
Thurs., May 14 Open 7 am to Fri., May 15 till 5 pm
Sat., May 16 Open 9 am to 5 pm
Sun., May 17 Open Noon to Midnight
OPEN 24 HOURS ON:
Mon., May 18 Through Thurs., May 21

GETTING THIS WASN’T EASY.

ENERGETIC,
ENTHUSIASTIC,
HARD WORKERS
To Fill All Positions.
No Experienie Necessary
Pa rt-Time’Welk

to Work

Lunch -Dinner Shifts Available
Interviews Between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Monday Friday
51 North San Pedro

WITH FORD CREDIT
GETTING THIS...

Summer Special for SJSU Students

INdoor Min I
Storage
Store your possessions instead of taking
them home and having to bring them back

5x5-$45.00 for the summer
5x10-$75.00 for the summer
Completely enclosed self-service
facility
Conveniently located-1 mi. from SJSU
Clean, well -lighted, security
Open Mon -Sun 8AM-7PM
Sunday 10AM-6PM
VAN

Coupons will be
Accepted After
4PM ONLY

"It was a lot of hard work," he
said.

WANTED

Canned Soda
$300

how he and his l’las.mate, reported and
produced the six -page stapled paper of
school events, gossip and best movies

FROM CAPITOL FORD IS.
At Capitol Ford, we know getting that degree wasn’t easy. But when
it comes to a new car, we can help With
pre-approved credit from Ford Credit
If you are working on an advanced
degree or graduating with a Bachelor’s
Degree between October 1. 1986 and
September 30, 1987, you may qualify
for this special college graduate
purchase program.
If you do, you’ll receive a $400 cash
allowance from Ford. Make your best
deal on any qualifying vehicle and use
the money toward your down payment.

Ast

Ford Motor
Credit

Company

or Ford will send you a $400 check
after the purchase or lease. The money
IS yours whether you finance or not.
The amount of your credit depends
on which of these qualified vehicles
you choose:
Ford cars: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird, Taurus.
Ford trucks: Aerostar. Bronco II,
Ranger.
So hurry. If a vehicle is not in dealer
stock you must order by June 1, 1987,
and you must take delivery of any
vehicle by August 31. 1987.

CBD

292-4800
570 Cinnabar St.

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

CAPITOL FORD
(408) 265-6000

FORD
9191 West Capitol Expwy. San Jose
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Home is where you hang your hat

I Mis relases iii his bunk, reading by the light it his homemade lamp. ii Mai is constructed from a ear batters , a lighthulls and a beer can.

Tank
ho has us ed itt the underpass colons since February. longer
than any of the other residents. shaves with his handmade knife.

Life underneath a San Jose bridge
By Hans Ingebretsen
Daily staff writer
motorists traveling over the Guadalupe
River on the St. James Street Bridge
probably have no idea that they are driving on the roof of somebody’s house. They whi,
across the bridge, oblivious to the fact that under
the bridge exists a well -established community, a
no-rent apartment complex, so to speak .
The bridge is home to many people who
have no other place to call home. Some are refugees from troubled families; some are tired of living each day trying to earn enough money to pay
rent: others feel persecuted by the rules society
imposes.
Along the Guadalupe River and in other
places around San Jose. camps have sprung up to
accommodate some of the estimated 12.0001(1
15.000 homeless that live in San Jose.
"It’s kind of like having a bachelor’s apartment," said Otis, one of the residents of the
bridge community. "You don’t need a lot of
money. You make do with what you got.’’
As he sat on his haunches on a discarded carpet remnant that served as the floor for his
"pad," Otis, with a Blues Brothers hat perched
on his head and a slow, street -wise grin on his
face, discussed the life of a bridge dweller while
traffic rumbled overhead, shaking the bridge as he
spoke.
You can’t miss something you never had,’’
he said. "If you don’t know the ’good life.’ you
don’t miss it. You’re supposed to be an American
-- have a house and family.. But who’s happy,
you know? Mentally speaking, a person isn’t
happy unless he’s doing what he wants to do. The
world can’t be perfect. There’s always going to he
the rich and the poor. Most people out here, they
been on the street before, lake me. man. 1 been
out on the street for years."
They take care of their home. said Otis, and
don’t bother the neighbors. "We’re not loud, and
we’re not ripping (anything) up. We keep things
clean." Otis pointed out.

Otis plays with Sheba, a german shepard puppy, while sitting on couch donated by
Urban Ministries, a church organitation active in serving the needs of the poor.

Thcrc are alternatives to living inn camp that
San Jose’s homeless can take advantage of.
One, the rescue mission, is only a couple
blocks away from the bridge, hut some of the
bridge dwellers feel the standards imposed there
are too much for them to handle.
Bruce, wearing a flannel shirt, a black cap
with the word "outlaw" printed on the front, and
boots with one black and one red shoelace, said
he preferred the independence of living according
to his own tenets. A resident of the Park Street

Bridge. he and his brother had \AIM.: ler to the
co, who said he had a lot with a trailer on it outSt. James Bridge ut visit with their friends.
side of Comey, was living under the Midge while
he was going through a separation from his wife,
"You can use the Mission to your advanbut he anticipated getting a job and a place ot his
tage. or you can just use it This is a lot freer
own soon.
here." he said. There’s so many rules at the shelters. The shelter at Commercial Street is happen"I’ve had Ilarleys and nice cars More.’ he
ing. though. That’s the cool place to go. They just said. "and 1 will again I ain’t going to let this
pull
me
down...
give
you
want to
a bed and food.
1.ife on the street can be hard on those who
live it daily, according to Bruce and his friend
Dean.
"A lot of these guys, they’re strong in the
Tank. a large man with bushy sideburns and
heart, but their mind goes out on ’ern. Sometimes
dressed in boots and a cowboy hat, aptheir minds just deteriorate." 1)ean said.
peared well -suited to living an itinerant
Me. The perfect model of an old -west sole piPointing to a young nian who was awaking
oneer, he carved a fishing spear from a stalk of
from a brief nap, he said. "Five days ago, that
dude looked like you could have seen him in the
bamboo, then, while one of his buddies took it
financial district. Now look at him. He doesn’t
and peered anxiously into the river for a lamprey
look too good. I’ve seen people go down in a matto spear. he went over to a fish trap he had rigged
ter of weeks. Then again, you see some oldand pulled a erawdadds out of it.
timers who can hang. But it seems when you’re
lie had been living in a house fashioned from
younger, you re more vulnerable. You live out
scrap lumber that he built next to the bridge, hut
here, you gotta be strong. or you’re not gonna
someone had recently set it on fire, burning it to
survive."
the ground.
Hailing from Seattle. Tank said he had
worked as a construction worker, an iron worker.
problem with life on the street is that of and a blacksmith. He recounted his adventures as
One
finding enough food to survive. Dave.
a self-styled ’mugger hunter’ in Seatle. saying. "I
one of the residents of the bridge "apartwould hide in the bushes and mug the muggers. I
ment. said he gets fed at the First Pentacostal
been in 13 stabbings and 1(13 muggings. ’
Church and St. Patrick’s Church, as well as at St
Don Goldwater. front Urban Minotnes, an
organitat ion active in sees ing the poor, was workJames Park and the Rescue Mission.
One thing that makes the Si. James Street
ing on helping Tank get set up in a real apartment.
bridge unusual is the 1 -beam construction, which
using grant money available to help low.--uxxime
creates a space where bunks can be built above
individuals. A champion sit the San Jose homethe ground. With pieces of plywood wedged heless. Goldwater goes from camp to camp, taking
tween the %unisons, and discarded mattresses
food to the people living there talking with them,
placed atop the plywood, each section provides a
and helping them to become productive
place for a bed and a small living quarter.
"From here, I’m going over to the San Feran
as
is
considered
section
Each individual
nando Street Bridge." he said. "That’s a camp
apartment, some with tables and some with lamps
for people that don’t speak English. I’m bringing
made of light bulbs and beer cans that are run off
a doctor around to the camps in a couple weeks to
batteries. A communal area down by the water
check these people out
. make WPC they’re
has a few chairs and a chest of drawers with a
healthy."
telephone attatched to the side of it.
Goldwater also spends ’ouch of his time at
’Phone’s for you.’’ is a common joke here.
St. James Park in downtown San Jose, counseling
All of the residents are male, most of them in street people, who’s trust he has won through his
their twenties. Some of them have lived beneath
efforts to help them. On Easter Sunday, he
the bridge for months, while others stay only a
brought a meal to the people living under St.
few days as they are passing through the area. To
James Street bridge, a meal much appreciated by
must
be
approved
by
stay. however, a newcomer
the residents.
He said that most people don’t understand
those already living there.
"Anyone can come here." Otis noted. "hut
the plight of the homeless, hut he wants to wtwk
to enlighten people to the dilemma of those who
to stay you gotta get in thc click. It’s just like
moving into a house."
have no place to call their own.
Some of the bridge dwellers are down on
"That’s right. said Robert. grinning past a
couple missing teeth. "You can’t understand it
their luck, staying there only until they can get a
job and return to life in the "mainstream ’’ Rob’till you’ve walked a nit e in my Adidas.

Photos by
George Sakkestad

Dean walks past the puppy Sheba, the bridge mascot, toward the entrance of his makeshift underpass home, located where St. James Street crosses the I: liadaltipt. Riser.
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A.S. program board

Barbecue bonanza!

finishes with profit
he menthe’ s It ilk’ A ,N1 is la it’d SW
dents Program Board closed this semester’s calender of events with two productions this past weekend, one which raked
in a profit for the hoard.
Roth Triday’s Great Comedy flyand Sunday’s Seventh Annual
Blues hrstival were "two big sue
cesse%," said Verda Alexander. program
hoard director.
Paul Goehr, concert chairman, reported to the hoard members Monday the
tentative figures for the comedy show.
’I he board made a profit of about $594
lor its revenue -generating account tor the
first time since the implementation of the
account kW semester

I tic gross rev ow,: 101’ the event,
which featured three local comedians. is
estimated at $2.1400 while approximate
expenses total 11.350.
More tails Productions. the comedians agency. received 5300 in advance
plus lit) percent of sales after expenses.
which total approximately $1.19 I .
"There were no problems with
messes or anything like that. Goehr
said
Goelir added about .1.51X1 people
came to the seven -hour long concert.
ted Gehrke. program board adviser, sent word to the board members
that the concert was the "smoothest
blues festt% al ever

BEER BASH
WEDNESDAYS!

All Mexican Beer
Only $1.00
John B Lawrence
Fut) students. %intik Ice, a junior majoring in child development and
end Ifni, a graduate student. relish the time the, has e to ens

JOBS JOBS JOBS
Summer and Temporary
Choose Your Job Location
* Hundreds of Jobs
* Over 400 Client Companies
* No Fee Charged
ACCOUNTING, INDUSTRIAL, CUSTOMER SERVICE,
WORD PROCESSING. DATA ENTRY. RECEPTIONIST
TECHNICIANS & SECRETARIAL

GOLDEN WEST
4(l De a Cruz Blvd #110
Santa Clara
(408) 980.9555

2220 S Bascom Are Slit A
Campbell
(408)559-8878

1621 Fl Camino Heal
Mountain View
(415)969-4242

Daily stall photographer

* * ** ****** **

Royce Hall’s harbeque ribs at the Hoedoun Barbeque and Dance"
on Friday. Both studenis are Royce flail residents.

JOIN THE FUN!
1

9

8

7

SJSU SUMMER STAFF
OLYMPIC GAMES
BILLIARDS
BOWLING
DARTS
HORSESHOES

CROQUET
RUNNING RELAY
SWIMMING RELAY
VOLLEYBALL

Deadline for entry is Friday,
May15 at 4 p.m. in SUGA
For more information Call SUGA at x73226

co9
ritel44.

CALIromiii

fcooL:RI ,os%et’

HUssoNes
Only 75, a glass
* * * * *** * * ****

WIN...T-SHIRTS, PRIZES & SURPRISES

cafe

Bfl]a

cantina

499 E HAMILTON IN CAMPBELL AT HWY 17

. Each one had to practice. Again
again. When the big test came,
Athlete was ready Striving for
rsonal best.
t’s how it is with sports. And
t’s how it is with another form
competitiongraduate admisns exams. If you’re facing the
GMAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT, or a professional test like the CPA exam,
pare with the best. Kaplan.
ur students are able to score
, year after year. Fact is,
preparation has helped
million students onto the
track, giving them the skills
d confidence to finish strong.
These athletes had to train to
beat their competition. Maybe
a lesson in it for you.
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CSU Chancellor receives support

Graduation honors
cultural diversity
By ( ,t’iii I . Jtihiison Jr.
Daily staff writer
May 23 is no ordinary Saturday.
If marks the date of SJSI.1.% graduation ceremony.
Some students. however, still
participate in a different graduation
ceremony on the same day.
The Fifth Annual Black Commencement will be held at I ;30 p iii
that day . but will be held in the University theatre. It will feature black
students who are graduating in May
1987, summer 1957 or have graduated in December 1956, said Ikbora
Johnson, one of the event’s organizCM.

MN.
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The commencement will feature
speaker Harry Edwards. a professor
from the University. of California at
Berkeley and an SJSI.1 graduate.
Edwards will speak about the social responsibilty of the black graduate in the late 1980s.
Each student will receive a separate diploma from the Afro-American
Studies Department and an announcement of any awards he or she has procured as a student at SJSU, said Momile Watson. an instructor in the
Afro-Amencan Studies department.
Watson said the Black Commencement is something the students
can relate to and celebrate in a non formal way because at the regular

Daily staff and wire reports

graduation graduates scent so distant
from their parents and friends.
"We’ve had people who’ve
graduated three to lour years ago who
still have one of their most pleasant
last -semester memories being at that
Black Graduation." said Steven
Winer, chairman of the Afro-American Studies Department.
he quality of the ceremony
and the quality of the sense of sharednes% and belonging is what is really
important... he said.
Instead of marching to the traditonal "Pomp and Circumstance. the
black graduates will march to "In the
beginning." by jazz flutist Hubert
AV.’S as a reflection of the Black culture. Watson said.
"Vor the last five years we (the
Afro-American Studies Depanmentl
have been having an annual black
graduation to supplement, not replace, the general ceremony so that
we build on the sense of resprinsibilty
that has come to characterize the
black graduates of San Jose State."
Millner said.
Millner said SJSU black students organized demonstrations and
the negotiations that initiated the first
Equal Opportunity Program in the
California State University System in
1966-67

LONG BEACH I AP)
Chancellor W. Anne Reynolds appears
to have made it through her judgement
day.
On Tuesday, the California State
University Board of Trustees affirmed
their support for Reynolds, whose management stile has been under fire from
some trustees and administrators.
Two months ago. the Los Angeles
Times had reported that members of the
board had planned an ouster attempt.
But after a 3’, ’-hour, closed -door
meeting at CSC% Long Beach headquar
ters. the Board of Trustees released a
statement of acceptance of an outside
041.4111;11W.

riporl

in

l.it5 11011,

4’)

who has held the system’s top job for -4’
years
"The chancellor’s periOnnance has
been noteworthy. the trustees quoted
the Peat. Marwick and Mitchell study as
concluding "Accomplishments pros idin)! educational leadership. instituting
new academic programs, improving minority -ethnic access and raising the public image of CSU have been widely
hailed."
The chancellor and the board will
review
and
formally
revise
the
relationship between trustees, the chancellor and the presidents of the 19 CSU
campuses, the statement said. The organizational structure of the chancellor’s
.0 tics. also still he examined

Alen

Unicorn figures cause
satanism, father says
I Ala NA N
II. (AP)
A mall
he took unicorn figurines from his
v -wife’s home and burned his 3 -ear old daughter’s rainbow -colored sheets
because the items evened a demonic in.
lucnce on the child.
Wayne Jamul Harropson. 33, who
%intends his actions were justified and is
acting as his own attorney, appeared in
Orange County Municipal Court at La ays

guild \ iguel inn Monday . His trial was
set for May 26 on charges of trespassing.
petty theft and damaging personal property.
Harropson told police questioning
him about his unauthorized entry into thc
I .apuna Hills home Feb. 19 that the porcclain and glass unicorn collection of his
es cs de had a "satanic influence" on
their daughter Dana Nicole.

resign over enrollment declines and budget shortfalls at the campus

1 hough the board had king been
scheduled to review Reynolds’ performance. interest in the session p.m amid
public. criticism of the chancellor’s frequent absences from her central office
and her sometimes abrasive personal
style.
Reynolds maintained that running
the tar-flung system requires extensive
travel inside California. Though criticized for accepting membership on corporate boards. she said she is out 14 state
only tine or two days a month.
Complaints that she is verbally abusive to subordinates surfaced in February. iv hen Cal State Dominguez Hills
President Richard Butwell died of a heart
Sine

tin ined

At that time. the L.A. Times had reported that Stephen Horn, California
State University at long Beach president. and Thomas B. Day. San Diego
State University president, had wntten a
letter to Dale Ride, chairman of the
hoard of trustees, blaming Reynolds for
the death of Bidwell

hint in’

In a public statement. Reynolds
denied mistreating any unversity president, "either as a result of the evaluation
of the performance of that president or in
the contest of any .meeting where peroccurred.
sonal &Wren, es 1,1.1
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Conditioner
Haircut & Manicure

Haircut Only
50
,

1

mAuTy r--

Years Old & Up $

IIL "

COLLEGE IIII
STUDENT

1020 Ti’.. Alameda
Sun Jose 79434388

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?
UTONS

1000/o Cotton Futons
and wood frames
Easily convert from
couch to bed

I

Largest selection of
contemporary sofa -beds
Affordable, yet elegant

I

00/0
.’

ISto,Aetx

N’s;
916 So. Bascom Ave., S.J.

HOURS:
M-F 10-8
(3 blocks south
Sat. 10-8
Sun. 12-5 = (408)

of Hwy. 280)

293-3355

9004F/um
NO
INTEREST

leoA.k About Our

YES YES YES
YES -YES --

WE BUY YOUR BOOKS
WE HAVE SHORTER UNES

YES -YES -- WE DO NOT REQUEST A RECEIPT
YES -- WE BUY BOOKS ON SATURDAYS
WE PAY UP TO 60%

CALL US!

YES -- WE HAVE SHORTER LINES
YES -- WE BUY BOOKS EVERY DAY
YES --

WE PAY UP TO 60%

Before you burn out on
studying, pick up the
phone and call Domino’s
Pizza. In Just 30 minutes
we’ll deliver hot, delicious
pizza right to your door.
No probleml

WE HAVE SHORTER LINES
yEs -- WE BUY BOOKS BOUGHT

YES --

YES

ns
YU

AT OTHER STORES
WE BUY STUDY GUIDES

WE PAY UP TO 60%
WE HAVE SHORTER
LINES

fetA Poo.!

3.3 0
SAN

STREET
TENTH
SOUTH
CALIFORNIA
9 5 1 1 2
JOSE

OUR NEW NUMBER

DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS’
FREE.

YES -- WE PAY UP T060%

30 Minutes or S3 Off!

298-3030

Employment Opportunities
Available

510 S 10th St

Ask about our
fundraising activities

926-4200
1909 Tully Rd

16 -oz. Bottles 75C
Save 20% on a
6 -Pack of Coke’
only $3.60

251-6010
2648 Alum Rock Ave
Hours
11am-1am Sun -Thurs
11am-2am Fri & Sat
OPEN FOR LUNCH

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00
Limited delivery area

r .........,.........,... ===== r................,........__

$

5! 440A

OFF!

OFF!

Any 16 2-item or more
pizza from Domino’s Pizza
One coupon per pizza
Valid at listed locations only
Expires in two weeks

Any 12’ 2-item or more
pizza from Domino’s Pizza
One coupon per pizza
Valid at listed locations only
Expires in two weeks

"

Fast, Free Dellvery’"
2648 Alum Rock Ave II
510 S. 10th St.
Phone: 298-3030 Phone. 251-6010
1909 Tully Rd
Phone 926-4200

,

0408

"

II

Fast, Free Delivery’’
510 S 10th St
2648 Alum Rock Ave
Phone 298-3030 Phone 251-6010
1909 Tully Rd
Phone 926-4200
1987 Dom.nos pizza Inc
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Dean of education: quality not quantity
MAN. pont

Nelson also worked with State Su
penntendent ol Public Instruction Hill
Honig to develop an experimental internship program which will hegin nest
term
’Instead of following that standard
20-year -old structure of how to become a
teacher we’re (developing) a strong experimental program Mr a talented group
of students,’’ Nelson said
These people will have eytraordinails high
adorn, standards and spe

Will focus on programs,
students rather than growth
cidt strength in their ifbilit) Ift teach
young people." Nelson said
FM students will work with a
school district which will pay them tor
part of their work
’It will he a iouch stronger program. and .
we will evaluate it to see
it the teat flits kt, ;1,1,1,1 that t.10 are

Proposed major offers
career opportunities
CM)

.11-11/11 Ih1):1.

Amdahl Corporation, Varian Associates.
(hominy. Lockheed Missiles and
Space, and Raychem (’onooration.
support is overwhelming...
Villeda said "We’re going to have a
vets close relationship with industrs
Unlike the existing requirements lot
business students, the concentration in
manufacturing management will require
background courses in engineering.
math, and industrial technology
Core courses planned for this concentratii
:ire Math 46. Math !fit In,

Own
It’Llcintak_ he said
The remaining 440-540 students are
master’s candidates studying such sub tech as school administration, counseling. instructional technology . speech pathology and audiology.
Offering these degrees in addition
to the teaching credential is what makes
the school a school of education, Nelson
said.
Of the student’s who will earn credentials this term. about 90 percent already have Jobs. Nelson said.
ing

/

I think these speak to making San JustState take a !cadetship position, he
said

-71=111=11111IIINIENIIMINF

better than the ones who went through
the standard program. .
v.111 be an
attempt to lunge tlungs.’
Nelson ciiiphasiyed that the School
ot Education does more than teach students the requirements for credentials
Of the approximatelv 1.140 students in the school, filth to MO are work-

1987 GRADS -GENENTECH, INCAS HIKING:
LIFE SCIENC E, CHEMISTRY &
BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING MAJORS

Gt NEPITCCII. Inc.. Is a leading research & development corn

pany which utilizes recombinant DMA technology to pro
duce pharmaceutical products for the prevention and
treatment of a variety o( human diseases.

Ken when there were few ohs, ii
high percentage of SJSU teaching grad
uates Mund Os. because the school was
I.-specie&
said

We are committed to providing all employees with opportunr
ties for personal and professional growth. Career opportu
nities exist In the following departments: Research
Development, Process Sciences. Manufacturing. Materials
Assay Services. QC /QA. and Administration.

State lacks commitment
to schools, SJSU dean says

du.111.il
:(1, 114, 144, and In
dustrial Engineering 120.
Currently the department offers
three courses in the area of manufacturing management: Introduction hi Manufacturing Management, Materials Management.
and
Fundamentals
of
Manufacturing Process
Starting next fall, five additional
courses will be added: Workforce Management and Organi/ation, the Manufacturing!Engineering Interface, Process
(Operation and Control. Manufacturing
Strategy. and Approaches to Managing
Quality.

/

firm..

and it that . what liack to Ii,-,

k to Rash,
"Human development is a basic
thing, so the tact that children aren’t
learning to read is a very serious
problem. We ought to deal with that.
hut that’s not a Hack -to-Basics issue.
We ought to be doing that no matter
what the school structure is.
.

V

flat

The schools. in the meantime,
unfortunately have hecome dull and
dreary places where they emphasi/e
homework. drill and passing tests.

T

means, I sio we ought to forget it
The real focus ought to be Intel
lectual development and trying itt
help kids he nine creative and more
imaginative.
hey ’re the people who arc
going it) create the new SOCICI!, .11t1
to believe that they’re going to t. leak.
the new society by taking standard
that’s
lied tests over and over
simply conformity. That’s ma a len
society.

career at Genentech will be challenging and financially
rewarding. We offer top salaries and provide a full range ol
company -paid benefits. In addition, you’ll have the oppor
tunity to be part of a stimulating environment which fos
ters a team spirit and produces outstanding accomplish
ments unequalled elsewhere.
Apply for our entry-level and advanced degree opportuni
ties. send a resume Jetalling academic and work experi
ence to: Human Resources, Dept. ’87 Grads. Genentech
Inc.. 460 Point San Bruno Blvd. South San Prancisco CA
94080. An equal opportunity employer.

1’

3enentech, Inc.

4
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Put Yourself
On The Line
Volunteer

1111111101111)IM r /MK r 171 %if

BOARDS (coinplorte wing)
STARTING AT $299.00!

AIDS Support Services in Santa Clara County

Call for Information
595 Millich Drive, Suite 104
Campbell, CA 95008

(408)370-3272

Let us get you into windsurfing
at big savings!
Specializing in the beginner
and intermediate sailor

RISI

i<L_LJEL.,

405 SOUTH AIRPORT BLVD

SO

SF, CA 94080

Call Us!
(408) 224-5767
(415) 588-1714
A

If you are available to work
to
4
pm
starting
am
June 1 thru June 12th
8
Friday,
Monday thru
KEEP READING.

GR E AT AMERICA

has 300 temporary positions (2 weeks only)
available NOW! For those interested, these temporary positions can become full time
summer jobs.
In addition to your hourly wages, you will receive 4 complimentary passes
to use at Great America, (a $ 6000 value) for your fun and enjoyment all
summer long.
To take advantage of this popular program, call KIM at (408) 496-0141, or apply in
person at the Great America employment office, 2401 Agnew Rd., Santa Clara, CA
95052,

THESE POSITIONS MUST BE FILLED BY MAY 22, 198/

GREAT AMERICA.

;

An equal opportunti y amPhoovir Mir (WV

Spartan Daily/Wednesday .
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
com D ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
GRAM Enhance personal & pro
1e5sI00a1 growth as Volunteer in
lea in world renowned local
program

Counseling
support
Services adorin data proc.sIng,
public awareness fund miming
etc Eli & mono lingua. all ma
tors glad A undergrod
enc from chancel to post -grad
Intro-to-estroverl WE NEED YOU
Near campus IC IF PO Boa
952 SI 95108, call 280-5055

NEEDED." Mature responsible to
maw pan time clerical good tele
skins
Friendly OntCe
$7 hr close to campus Call 78t
7373

NOW ACCEPTING APPI ICTIONS to,
San Jo. PRICE CI U111 at 1111
Story Rd Great promotional Op
portunitles Represenletives from
Price Club will be on campus in
dont yr Studeni Union on May 7th
front 10AM IPM
PART TIME JOBS". We market auto
Club memberships for the ruor
oil companies Pert time way
hOUrs weekly paychecks $7 to
1,5 hourly commission complete
training provided Groat aspen
ante for your resume R C SMITH
CORP .247-0570

STUDENT DENT Ai OPTICAI PI AN
Enroll now. Save your teeth eyes
end money too

For Information

and brochure see A 5 Otlise or
call (4081371-6811

AUTOMOTIVE
73 DATSUN
FUN IN THE SUN In
pick-up OFPENDAM f $1400 or
best otter Call 718-7724
’2 VW SOUARENACIO. Fac cond
one owner has luggage rack Call
274-9105 eves $ I 500 bo

PART TIME Sal FS Resume and wril
ing service Inuallenl commit,
sions Bay Area s most experienced Giudent discounts Career
Center 41 243-4070
PIANIST WANTED" Dynamic versatile
xp Able to play lag to rock solo
& accomp tor the OPRY HOUSE
bawdy vaudevtlie show Thum
eves A occes winds Greer tun,
great oppt y J. at 266-4282

69 VW BUG. Good condition very tell
able only $900 Call J. at 3777201 730-0880

COMPUTERS
WF

1CM COMPTIRI F corn
IT complete system Or
AT complete system for
51195 PC.COM, computer A ac
cessorres 404 S 3rd St corner a
San Seivedor 795,1606 We eu
SFr I

puler
$570.

PIZZA A GO GO is now hiring tor
cook counter A (Inver positions
for summer & fall Call 280-0708
RESTAURANTS

COOKS BUSSERS
Russets and nap cooks for day
s oleic weekends Work in a fun
casual atmosphere We serve bur
gets ribs chicken Apply Tues

cept Visitor MC

Sal
2 10-4 30pn et SPOONS,
1555 5 Bascom or Hamilton)
Campbell EOF.rn

FOR SALE
FUTONS" CREATE YOUR own living
sleeping space with our f utons.
pillows A frames Customs Futons A arrows Plus 900 S WIn
Chester Blvd lbelwn Moorpark A
WilliainsiSen Jose 796-6161 10’.
Discount on futons w ad
1408IE SUNGI ASSES polarlzed glass.
brand new 135 277-6813 ask for
MIKE call again it no auswer
SONY PORT131 F RAW TV w cass
am trn $99 VHS movles factory
copies $10 es Call 290-9428

San Jose s fines, athletic club has
It pl openings or desk restaurant
end Illness positions Call Mike 7
at 767-3700
OFFICERS".
Full
SECURITY
lime pert time all shifts We will
train Apply in person Mon .Fri
gem.4pen. 260 Merldran Ave . San
Jose cell 786-5880
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts It a
15-56 hr to sled Full benefits, no
experrence needed Apply YANG
UARD SECURITY, 3217 Scott

WEDDING DRESS never worn White
size 5 Rest otter cell 377-9368
YOU CAN OWN A NEW GRAND
DEI TA 10 -speed to, less than
585 MHC Bicycle Sales riders
low-cost transportation needs for
Inc student All salts final 30 day
guarantee Days 947-7736 Eves
793-4780 ask tor Joe

HELP WANTED
ACTIVIST. FIGHT FOR SOCIAI

JUSTICE & get paid’ Campaign Cali
lora& Is hiring articulate committed people to learn grass roots
organizing A political fund rais.
Ing Summer A permanent posi
lions
available
6113 FOE

Cell

786-

lilvd

between 010011 A San To
mas Santa Clara Cell 727.9793

STUDENT

JOBS" Come to Director s
Office on upper door in Sludent
Union or call 777.3222

SUMMER JOF1 Cl Paint America. We
provide on the lob training schol,
al ship programs A excellent ben
ells Painter LI foreman posidon
are now available For application
call Fries at 983-4900
SUMMER JOBS IN AQUATICS Mllpi
tas
Recrealion
Dept
Lifeguards swim Instructor 6 72-8 21
30-40 hrs ezt, APPt Y NOW’ Call
942,2470
SUMMER JOBS. Small dice needs
phone answerer Could also use
someone familiar w word pro.
cessIng
desktop publishing
ET PT Flex Time
mellow ’Irmo
Sphere Jeans o k Aaron 996
9977

HIRING.
CRUISFI INES
AIRLINES
Summer
Career.
Good
Pay
Tray. Call for guide, cassette
nowsservice. 19161944-4444 x20
ATTENTION STUDENTS -Pill Tern
pee one & p.Iaiaetant poelltens
available to exp acctg clks. book
ACkeepers
&acnOontants
COUNTANTS ON CAI I 7635 N
ist St . San Jose. 432-6066
BANKING
TF I I FRS
Full and pert -time positions [wettable at our Redwood City 0111ce
Requiring previous cshlerIng experience with customer contact
or teller experience a plus good
and customer
communication
service skills light typing and 10,key skills required We encourage
you to apply in person Accepting
applicetions between 9 AM -4 PM

SUMMER JOBS. Small office needs
phone answerer Could also use
someone famine, w word processing
or desktop publishing
FT PT liestIrnes
mellow atmosphere

COUNSELOR -WORK WITH AUTISTIC
children In group home Great
caper for psych A spec ed students Call M -F, 9-5 377.5412
DRIVERS POSITIONS" Pert late-Ads
Rent A Car Is now accepting ap.
renditions at Ito San Jose Airport
locelion Please apply al 1455
NE Airport Blvd between Sam
and Spin. Monday through FrIday
EARN UP TO 580 hr living on JAPAN
to
envelope
Send
stamped
141thrs-Greenhauser. 1639 Mena,
I one,

Newbury

Perk.

TEACHER

DAYCARE 7 30-6 30 Fa
[ellen, klonlesson school 11Su
of
pervlsor teacher
preschool
programs SEGE cop reg d Plan
activities. supervise 2.3 stall.
work ez chigger, $6 5001 May care teacher for ages 6.11 Exp
$5 hi- Call 255.3770. 9 3PM

TEI EMARKE TING
full part time
14 hr to start

SAI ES. Map your
$240 per
prosperny earn

own
sale plus additional incentive
payment We Otter a complete line
or educational products We offer
Tree video training For an inter-

TODAY
hours

0720
START TODAY’
Work in a friendly atmosphere
We wiir train you to mate lop
Fern $5 75 hour plus bonuses
and nightly Incentives We want
marveled enthusiastic people
Monday through Friday frorn 4 30
9pm and Saari.. 1010 Ian With
right person hours can be fle.
ble Call 378-3387 all. Mr KIM

354 7879

ENCYCLOPEDIA

Flexible

TELEMARKETING!

57000-56000 lull time Call Mike at

stempod sell addressed envelope
to JAR Mencompany, P0 Row 20.
Castolc. Ca 91310

START

commission II
bonus A national carpel cleaning
company Is looking /OF enthulas
lIc persons to help expend Its Bey
area operatIon Cell now 988

Ce

EARN $100 to 9500 end more weekly
/Mineworker% needed for company protect Work in your spare
time For further information rush

POSITION.mildoor

14161322 -JOBS

91320

stamped self addressed envelope
to JRK Maliconmany P0 Box 75
Castalc. Ca 91310

Aaron 996

sales
Meet store owners & establish
drsiributron locations for a career
publication
Merchandising
A
salles experience, plus must
neve own transportation Call

EARN 1400,S600 per month part time

EARN $10010 $500 end more weekly
Homeworkers needed for company protect Work in your spare
time For lurtner Information rush

Jeans OK

9872
SUMMER

GI. ERDAL E FEDERAI . 700 El
Camino Real. Redwood City
Equal Opportunity Employer

Ono

HOUSING

phone

TGI

FRIDAY

s RESTAURANT now hir

’nu wailer asses & line cooks
Apply In person awn 2,4 okays
10343 N Wort@ Rd Cupenlno
WAITRESS WANTED pan Ilme at MIN
ATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
Call Mac a’ 998-9711 for detains
617N fith St San Jose
WANTED CALCULUS TUTOR tor II
noes Call Cynthia at 379 2153
WANTED SPERM DONORS all moss
R. pad)
inquire I os Oilvos
Women s Clinic .356 0431

sruny ONI V or FM 1 87 in
STUDENT UNION INFORMATION

WORK

CENTER Apply Cl Student Union
Directors office on lop floor

AFFORD.. F HOUSING. Near San
Jose State Ion students Don I
hassle parking. walk to scnool
tree utilities monthly disc Fully
lurnislud
color
TO VCR 6.91
housekeeping service Shared or
single rooms avallabie Ofttr 72
N 5th SI call 996-0234
FE MI F HOUSEMATI Share home, 1
hIsmm SJSU Prkg lurnished
room 9750 mo Avail 6.1 289
13693
PRIVATE RM 1 2 elk tm SJSU all
env MALE non smoking pref
Call tor appt 297,1679 $215 mo
ROOMMATES WNT.3

2 barns avail

across street drri SJSU No last
rno rent deposit SIII0 nu 998
11352
STUDIO APT 2 miles NORTH of cam
pus 5471 mo has eatre mm 1510
dy bdrrn for on.
Cad
788
6647 77,9509 or 1 800-874-8700
Also need part time manner
starting In May
SUMMER RATES May 1 to July 31 2
large mester bedrooms A 2 lull
baths. 6 closets 2 bits nom
winking,
Underground
SJSU
genie rrn sun deck bbq area, ’Moot.. oven $675 my ACE Wil
hem 401 SI . 354 1104
920.

DECORATOR

APARTMENT"

CONDO style. I bedroom Avail
able for mature person I ong term
preferred Must be finucially re
sponsible clean, quiet and sober
only

551 553 S 6111 Si
0989 787 7077 after 5poh
SMIGI F OCCUPANCY

293
$450

PERSONALS
Al. KEEP THE FAITH, 1.001 give s p
onus’ Loop you. MAO
XP1 ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"
First-class metaphysical counseling Is excelleni for lindIng Ille di
faction and purpose vocational
gutdance
clarifying

deep sell -knowledge
life
transitions

relationship

compatibility

and
profound Insights inio life dynam
ics and your souls path I have
been In private precilce as e Pro
fessional Psychic Consultant and
Astrologer since 1970 and use
vast array of techniques In say
log you A single session does
the tob.amezingly reach elective
and prectIcel 575 hr. $4530 mIn
References Carol WI1119 IA A Cell
14081 734.9110 for appointment or
lobe placed on the malting ilst for
lectures workshops Classes
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
ilve with sincere handicapped
man Ward to establish a lasting
relationship’ Please call Rrlan at
298,2308
11 OTATION REI AXADON

Stressed
Out’’’ Come to the only ’loamdurn In Northern Calltornia imeglop yourself floating on e 30. saline solution Your body forgets
1110 water
The muscles that
usually hold you against grevIty
can now let Go’ The esperience
is IWe floating in space Results",
Total musculer relaxation You
come away from the experlence
Menne you ye been vacationing
for a week In Maul Cell now for in
formation or better still, as a th st
time flatter call for an appoint
idea and bring ’his ad tor a 25.
discount afloat for $30 TRANQUILITY Pi ACE, 445 Washington
St . Santa Clara. Ca
7700

14081 743,

HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION’. Shebbst dinners. parties.
Sunday brunches, lectures, Tu.
day ’lunch and learn . Israeli
dancing,
holiday celeheallons
For irformallon call 011101 at 2948311
IF YOU ARE PREGNANT and consid
tang adoption lee are a happily
married childless couple
Call
anytime (4151447.3793. keep trying

All

tells

confldentlfil

er

penses related to pregnancy lo be
discussed
INSTANT CREDIT" NO credit check.
No Interest charges. You ere 11191.
ble. Unlimited credit line with full
color cetalog. VCR s Jewelry and
more FREE Information plea.
write

National Home Shoppers.
Boa 90359, San Jose. Ca 95109
KATHY P. KAPPA DEI TA’ THURS
DAY will be great. can I well
ARIAN G Di
PENPAI 5

FOR

GROWN-UPS

even.
able worldwide Details from PEN
SOCIETY. IC 161 Chorrey. I ants,
Englend

RE Al EUROPEAN BREAKTHROUGH
half skin care Is sun & neglect
aging you prematurely, Check
this self done unadvertised. non
OTC Item anytime VIKTOR (1/.s
lordnd dIstr 270-3774 629-7724
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The new Spartan Daily editorial staff is
looking for aggressive, professional
comic strip or panel artists
for the Fall 87 semester
\Interested.’ Drop by 081-1208
OE phone Deborah Guadan
at 277-3181
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KEYS MADE. I OCKOUTS opened, re
keying, locks & deadbolts in
stalled. master keying Call 9 00
to 600 Mon thru Sat (Son by
poet only) licensed -bon. rho
brie 10a discount on labor with
this ad Special rates 101 senio,
citizens. SJSU students. stall &
faculty FREE estIrneles EMER
Call Ron
GENCIES ANYTIME.
Hughes. Evergreen t octsmIth
Security Services. 270-3777. San
Jo. All work guaranteed
MUSIC FOR WEDDINGS partles special occassions. etc Experienced
’,Mast AC,POP et al Call I eland
a1279 -9S12
PROFESSIONAt

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly ol KSJS
You’ve got the party, we on got

Classified

the music’ Michel Productions
provides a wlde veriety dl music
for your wedding. perty, or dance
al reasonable rates Cell Desiree
or Phil at 749-21370 432 5333
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PROFF SSIONAI WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by a SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless memories forever
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when you mention this ad For
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FREE
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local pickup 8 delivery 866-6960
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Springsteen, U2 called tops
by international music panel
By Diane liejarano
Daily stall writer
I oda) there is .1 pip mus5 tot
eryone," said SJSU lounialgan graduate
Dean AM " there is no real single driving trend in pop music right now "
Alit works tor Opinion Research
Corporation and spoke at Monday’s twopart international symposium on popular
music trends and world music policy.
tie was joined 11) I as,. reins C
berg I I ISA I speech communications pro
Illimas.
lessor at the lIniversity
Sieincre
(Hungary).
Anna
logna
professor
1.awrence
’anon arts
Wenner (t ISA). and radio leleVISIOn professor James lull US A
Speaking to an audience ot about -Ur
Costanoan Risrm
in the Student 11
about on Music policy around the world
sociologists and
group
of
was a second
professors from England. East ( iermany
Sweden and tInited States
The only music that matters is what
is 011 the fringe and in the ,enter core.
said
Bruce
inissherg
said
Ile
Springsteen. 1’2 and the Beastie Boys
are .11111e thin intl a% .101 .11sle 11111siC is

th,: things.
’lite 11Pa part of the discussion re
Bruce
\ "Ned
around
rocker
Springsteciis mass appeal.
His album "Born in the USA" has
sold millions and his music has attracted
politicians, who use his image in campaigning. The working class and Vietnam veterans can relate to his "tear
down the walls" and "change the
woo Id’ philosophy, the panel said.
Hie second part tit the discussion
Is icused on trends in other countries.
In liungrary there is a move toward
tolk and as -ant -garde punk music. Hungrary sets no government policy towards
pop music, but avant-garde music is tolerated because ot its popularity with
working class, skinheads and students.
said Budapest sociologist Anna S./CHUM..
Avant-garde punks haw identified
with ancient Shamon tribal music. They
are challenging the norms 111 society and
have lost faith in the future. she said.
SJSU professor James I rill then explained another curious international
trend which he said was a "stone’s

11110,

10011111e autpus
lie said the Vietnamese have a sell contained economic and cultural power
base in San Jose here are five maim
Vietnamese nightclubs in San .11Ke and
Ii) bands, he said
In their search tor Vietnamese pop,
Lull and Wallis found posters and bulletin hoards posted outside businesses
are an ateetoe way lo advertise. Lull
said.
The hands, which have English and
Vietnamese names, play covers ii) hit
songs and prefer to sing their songs in
English and trench ,he said
’lire Vietnamese youth lime made it
clear that they listen to new vase and
that rock and roll is dirt), said Wallis
Economic forces in the I tined
States have restrained musical products
of different cultures. said [karma Robinson, a tilm pmlessor at l’imersit ot ();
egon.
With all the new teclinolog) ii’s iii
able, there is not much tii%cr.it!. 1,e,..1/1se
it is til the advantage of the record Indus,
try to make only a few records tiur higgei
overall sales, she said.

By Sue kiyahu
Daily staff writer
hric ’toucher said his parents
don’t like the poster either
Boucher is more commonly
known as kilo Biafra, lead singer of
the now -defunct punk hand the Dead
Kennedys and currently the defendant
in a lawsuit which claims he distributed harniful material to minors via a
poster included in an album jacket.
’They don’t like it. but they are
furious at the harassment I’m getting. I
think they would be inure upset if I
didn’t fight.’’ Biafra said.
Biafra gave a spoken word performance al Morris Dailey Auditorium
Monday night to a crowd of approximate!) 150 people. the event was
sponsored by KSJS.
"An) time an artist has to think

.
A,v

siostoogg
ver,

Group forms
to eliminate
SJSU racism
R.,1(’ISAI, !Wm
campus, it must he known that the group
is an affirmative action acetic) one cdu
calor said
Underlying the discussion was r1,,
tear that racial violence is about to his ii
out at SA( !
Jones -Hulce teared that someone
might read about the topic and come to
the meeting intending to harm someone
A student criticued the
not taking a strong enough stand, quoting the line from the editorial: "this vandalism and the flier are minor on a campus with such cultural diversity."
We must respond to power and
threat by organi/ing and letting the poi
plc know what we think , " 1-I hot
The organiFers said Mete ,tie step’,
which can he taken to alleviate the ra. I
atmosphere at &1St I and fight it.
The campus 11111111:e ate 111IN keeping
a very detailed record of all racial complaints. and it is also advised to report to
the Ombudsman, she said.
"If someone starts telling you a racial joke. say: "I don’t want to hear it."
Jones-Hulce said.

Singer speaks out on censorship
ken word performances. he said.
"I’d be touring the country right
now with this pieces), if I could," Ri
arra said.
His performance included reading
an actual advertisement from an institution in Provo, Utah which has appeared in many magannes and interpreted the situation. Reading from a
"punk and heavy metal" handbook
used by Orange County probation officers. he explained the detection proCess.

"Some symbols used by punk
and heavy metal nickers are the eagle
tour national symbol). the frog, (turn
off the Muppett show), hightop tennis
shoes and weanng the color black,"
he said sardonically

EARN THREE OR MORE CREDITS IN
JUST THREE WEEKS
For just $5.00 per unit
at

,, . . San Jose City College
EXPRESS SUMMER SESSION

Walk in and apply today
For Registration Information Call

$1.00

288-3739

With Valid Student I.D.

ate

JUNE 8-27, 1987

Day and Evening Courses including:
Philosophy
Drama
Photography
Computer Technology
Psychology
History
Speech
Mathematics
Plus More

EVERY
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
Night
,
DRAFT BEER
- (4)

in fear he might say something, that’s
censorship," Biafra said,
He faces a one-year prison term
and a $2,(X)0 fine if convicted of the
one count charged. The "damaging
material’’ is a poster of a painting of a
penis by 1-I.R (ieiger. .1 Hungarian
surrealist artist which was included in
the ’Frankenchrise. album.
"Isn’t it dangerous that they rely
im this stuff instead of communicating
with their kidsf" Biafra said
Biafra said he would handle the
situation differently with his child.
"Say my kid brnught home ’Top
Gun.’ I ask him why he likes it, and I
would tell why I don’t and try to come
to some conclusion. But I wouldn’t arrest the hand for it
he said.
The court case ha, kept him from
furthering his career in MUSIC and spun.

PLEASE NOTE Stott Hours hi ;hi 8 15 a m to 8 30p m Fn 8 151o4 20 p m

Ask also about our Regular 5 Week Summer Session starting June 29!
San Jose City College,2100 Moorpark Ave. (at Highway 280)

50 University Ave , Old Town I os Gatos 154 HOPP

MORE POWERFUL THAN A MACINTOSH,
COSTS LESS THAN A COMMODORE 128!

$ 1 99* Mouse

* Atari 520ST
* 1 Year Extended Warranty
* Software
SPECS
* 512K
390 per Kilobyte
* 68000 Based
* 8 mhz
* Harddrive XFER«r
1.33 MEG SEC
* 640 X 400 lines res.
with 70hz refresh

* All Ports -No Boards to Buy
(Midi, Serial, Parallel, DMA,
Controller & More.)
ACCESSORIES
* RGB Color Monitor $349.00
* Mono Monitor $139.00
* 3-1 2" Disk Drive
Worlds Greatest
Selection of Software
Anywhere
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